
- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

. formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.

- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractlonal horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.

- (PEE) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C., 250 amp. hour battery to

supply control voltage for protective relay and control systems,

alarm systems, switchgear, UPS system, and other devices requiring

secure energy supply.

- (PES) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 125 volt, 25 ampere, D.C. battery charger

for float charging of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 120 volt A.C., 25 KW UPS system to supply

control voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other

devices requiring an uninterruptable A.C. power supply.

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system alternate A.C.

input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply

local area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles, and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area control system and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxi-

liary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults

and/or other abnormalities associated with electrical power supply
and utilization devices.

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, an_ communi-
cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable

systems used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment

" - (PEE) Provide 4 kV iDduction motors for driving auxiliary equipment

in the plant.

- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.
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- (DE) Provide general building and area lighting (including battery-

operated lighting), roadway lighting, and any specialty lighting as
required.

o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of
all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metal_ic building structural members.
Provide necessary interconnections to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to

furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders, or display devices; and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and

integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch
systems.

4.0.4 Instrumentation & Control Systems

l&C Engineering will provide a mlcroprocessor-based distributed control

system (DCS) for this area which will utilize proven technology with an

emphasis on reliability and maintainability. This control system will be

developed with an emphasis on the traditlonal AEP philosophy of allowing

extensive operator interaction with the ash handling control.

o The main control room operator will control equipment necessary to

deliver ash to the bottom ash silos and to the cyclone ash silos.

Unloading of these ash silos will be controlled locally.

o An electrical equipment room will be located in the ash handling

facility. This room will house the following controls:

- DCS equipment for this area which includes redundant logic
processors, local I/O and interposing relays; the bed ash and

cyclone ash removal equipment will be controlled from the main

control room; the data communications standard for this equipment

will be compatible with that of the main power block DCS.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.
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- Fire protection programmable logic controller I/0 panel for this
area.

o Local panels, cabinets and instrument stands complete with required
. controls and instruments will be supplied to provide necessary local

control of equipment.

o Controls arrangement sketch identifies the major control equipment
" location and interconnections for this area.

5.0 AREA 5" AIR QUALITY CONTROL

5.0.1 Civil/Structural

o Provide foundations including concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc. for"

- Precipitator
- Stack

- Ductwork

o Provide stack including ali lighting, grounding, stair, manlift and

liner requirements.

o Provide new flues and associated support steel from the economizer to

the precipitator inlet and the precipitation outlet to the stack.

o Provide insulated round or box sectioned flues with platforms and

ladders as necessary for access.

o Provide expansion Joints of insulated fabric with mountings dependent
upon access.

o Excavation and fill for all structures, install piling if required.

5.0.2 Mechanlc_l Systems

(MED) Electrostatic precipitators (ESP's) or bag filters (BF) will be

installed downstream of the economizer. An optimization study is underway

to select an ESP or BF for gas clean-up.

All sources of flue gas will be routed through the ESP or BF and vented

through the stack. These include:

- Gas Turbine Exhaust Gases

• - Cyclone Ash Removal Transport Gases from the Separators atop the

Cyclone Ash Silo

- Bed Ash Reinjection Vent

o A fly ash removal system will be installed to transport the fly ash
from the ESP or BF hoppers to the fly ash silo. It is envisioned that

a dry vacuum system using liquid ring vacuum pumps will be provided

and which includes the following systems"
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AB NO. DESCRIPTION

System 747 Dust Collection

System 751 Compressed Air

System 862 Fire Protection

5.0.3 Electrica_ Systems

e

Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs of

the facilities, and provide for the special utilization equipment installed

in the air quality control area.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the air quality

control area is defined as including or incorporating the following sub-
areas :

- Precipitator

- Precipitator Electrical Building
- Economizer

- Stack

The following electrical systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise

noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facilities and
sub-facilities within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTE) Provide medium voltage switchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including

medium voltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES &MTE) Provide low voltage swltchgear to supply power to major

motor and other large loads and/or lo_Ld centers, including low

voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply

power to medlumvoltage motors.

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to h6ating and

lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. valve control centers (VCC's) to supply D.C.

powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency equipment.

Q

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.
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- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractional horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.

- - (PEE) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C., 250 amp. hour battery to

supply control voltage for protective relay and control systems,

alarm systems, swltchgear, UPS system, and other devices requiring

secure energy supply.

- (PES) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 125 volt, 25 ampere, D.C. battery charger

for float charging of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 120 volt A.C., 25 KW UPS system to supply

control voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other

devices requiring an uninterruptable A. C. power supply.

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system alternate A.C.

input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets, to supply

local area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles, and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets, to supply local

area control system, and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxi-

liary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults

and/or other abnormalities associated with electrical power supply
and utilization devices.

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable

systems used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment

- (PEE) Provide 4 kV induction motors for driving auxiliary equipment

in the plant.

- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

" - (DE) Provide general building and area lighting (including battery-

operated lighting), roadway lighting, and any specialty lighting as

required.
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o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of

all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnections to integrate the local area

grou,_d grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to

furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders, or display devices; and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and

integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch

systems.

In addition to the above, generally required at all facilities, the

following special electrical systems, or electrical system equipment, will

be required at the air quality control area.

- (DE) Provide specialty stack obstruction (air craft warning)

lighting system as required by FAA or other regu_atorybodies.

5.0.4 Instrumentation & Control systems

I&c Engineering will provide the necessary air quality monitoring equipment

for this area. This control equipment will utilize proven technology with

an emphasis on reliability and maintainability. Any required operator

interface will be developed with an emphasis on allowing extensive operator

interaction with the air quality system controls.

o Operation and control of the air quality control equipment Will be

performed from the main control room.

o Distributed control system (DCS) equipment which must be added to
interface with these controls will be located in the main control

room. This DCS equipment will consist of redundant logic processors,

local I/O and interposing relays. The data communications standard

for this equipment will be compatible with that of the main power
block DCS.

o An environmental monitoring system will be supplied tc monitor

emissions standards compliance.
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o Alarms for this area will be processed by an annunciator system. The
annunciator cabinet which contains the microprocessor unit will be

located in the main control room. The alarms will be displayed at the

main control room operator interface.

o Local panels, cabinets, and instrument stands complete with required

controls and instruments will be supplied to provide necessary local

control of this equipment.

6.0 AREA 6" GENERAL SITE IMPROVEMENTS

6.0.1 Civll/Structura_

o Provide the following:

- Layout silo investigation program

- Study soil samples, etc. and provide foundation recommendations for
all structures

- Provide site grading recommendations

- Provide site drainage recommendations
- Provide foundation concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc. where

required
- Contract for all site earthwork to include:

o Perform the following:

- Excavation and backfill for all structure foundations

- Construction of all roads, parking areas, and laydown areas -

grading and paving

- Installation of yard drainage

- Installation of temporary and permanent storm run-off sedimentation

ponds

- Construction of landscape berms

- Construction of wastewater ponds

- Landscaping

- Acquisition via P.O./contract of structural fill material (if
needed)

- Acquisition via P.O./contract of road stone
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6.0.2 Mechanical Systems

AB NO, DESCRIPTION

System 467 Chemical Storage Tanks

System 712 River Water Make-Up
System 767 Station Drainage and Wastewater

System 863 Fire Protection Well Water Supply

6.0.3 Electrical Systems

Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs of

the facilities, and provide fort he special utilization equipment installed
in the general site area.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the general site area

is defined as including or incorporating the following sub-areas:

o Perimeter Fencing and Gates

o Guard Houses

o Parking Lots

o Roadways

o Coal/Sorbent Yard Service Buildlng

- General Offices

- Library/Print Room

- Shower/Locker Rooms
- Cafeteria

- Machine Shop

o Tractor Storage Shed

o Tractor Wash Down Facility

o Tractor Refuellng Shed

o River Cells and Tow Boat Docking Area

o River Monitoring Station

o Full Coal Barge Docking

o Warehouse

o Sewage Treatment Plant

o Well Water Pump House

o Fire House and Fire Water Supply Tanks
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o Foam House

o Fuel Oil Handling and Storage

. - Fuel Oil Handling Electrical Building
- Fuel Oil Valve House

- Fuel Oil Storage Tanks

- Ignition 0il Pump House

o Metal Cleanin_ Waste Storage

o Ponds and Water Treatment

- Drainage Pond
- Waste Water Pond

- Clear Water Pond

o Construction Facilities

- Electrical Power Station

- Gate House and Security Systems
- Offices

- Trailer Park

- Parking Lots
- Warehouses

- LaydownAreas

- Barge Unloading Area
- Crane Area

The followlng electrlcal systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise
noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facilities and

sub-facillties within the subject plant area•

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTE) Provide medium voltage switchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including

medlumvoltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES & MTE) Provide low voltage switchgear to supply power to major

motor and other large loads and/or load centers, includfng low

voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply

• power to medlum voltage motors.

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to heating and

" lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. valve control centers (VCC's) to supply power

D.C. powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency

equipment.
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- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.

- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractional horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.

-(PEE) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C., 250 amp. hour battery to

supply control voltage for protective relay and control systems,

alarm systems, switchgear, UPS system, and other devices requiring

secure energy supply.

- (PES) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 125 volt, 25 ampere, D.C. battery charger

for float charging of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 120 volt A.C., 25 KW UPS system to supply

control voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other

devices requiring an uninterruptable A.C. power supply.

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system alternate A.C.
input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply

local area fractional horse power loads, lightlng, receptacles, and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area control system and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxi-

llary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults

and/or other abnormallties associated with electrlcal power supply
and utilization devices.

-(PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, llghting, and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable

systems used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment
b

-(PEE) Provide 4 kV induction motors for driving auxiliary equipment

in the plant.
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- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

- (DE) Provide general building and area l_ghting (including battery-

. operated lighting), roadway lighting, and any specialty lighting as

required.

o Communication Equipment
w

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of
all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnections to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to

furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders, or display devices; and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and
integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch

systems.

In addition to the above generally required at all facilities, the following
special electrical systems, or electrical system equipment, will be required

in the general site area.

- (TE) Provide generator lead support structures from generator step-

up transformer to 138 kit switchyard.

- (TE) Provide distribution line conductors and hardware, pnd distri-

bution line structures (poles) fort he site power distribution loop.

The site power distribution loop will be constructed to 6 kV sub-

transmission standards, and will be operated at 34.5 kV.

- (DE) Provide lighting systems for roadways, parking lots, and other
outdoor areas.

- (DE) Provide pole mount transformer, surge arresters, fuse and fuse

" cut-outs, and other materials required to establish the low voltage

power delivery system for the roadway and other outdoor lighting

systems.
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- (ESD) Provide the high voltage switches, cables, cable terminators,

conduits, pilasters, (distribution class) surge arresters, and

other materials required to connect from the site power loop to the
individual site load centers.

v

- (ESD) Provide construction power station equipment.

- (NPED) Provide manhole and duct bank system

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, communications,

and fiber optic cable as required for operation of the devices
installed.

- (NPED) Provide site grounding system to integrate the local area

grounding systems, associated with each site facility, into a

unified grounding system.

- (DE) Provide specialty obst_action (navigation) lighting system at
river cells and docking areas as required by Corps of Engineers or

other regulatory bodies.

o The "Construction Facilities" that will be required at the site,

during and following the construction of new PFBC plant, are not
detailed in the "Scope of Work Document".

Nevertheless, it is necessary to provide for the electrical equipment
to serve the "Construction Facilities" of both a temporary and a semi-

permanent type. This allowance is provided on the assumption that the
construction facilities installed will be similar to the construction

facilities required for previous new AEP power plant construction
projects. The "Construction Facilities" to be served would consist of

the following:

o Construction gate and gate house/security office.

o Separate fenced-in, parking lots for AEP/Operating Company personnel

and for contractor personnel; each requiring area flood lighting and

surveillance (security) systems.

o A "semi-permanent" AEP construction _ffice building complex of

approximately 300 feet by 40 feet having necessary facilities'for:

- Construction Management

- Administrative/Personnel Services
- Print and Document Vault

- Electrical Construction Management

Civil Construction Management

- Mechanical Construction Management

- Electrical Verification (Relay Check-out) Group

- Visiting Engineers

- First Aid Facility
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o Contractors trailer park area for up to 40 "Contractor's" office

trailers requiring power supply and communications (PA and PX)
facilities.

, o Three Warehouses

- Two buildings approximately 100 feet by 60 feet requiring lighting,

minimal heating (freeze protection), communications (PA and PX),

" _, security systems, and fire protection.

_, - One building approximately 200 feet by 80 feet requiring lighting,

heating, communications (PA and PX), security systems, and fire

_, protection.

- A fenced, outdoor, bulk material storage or lay-down area of

approximately 1,000 feet by 2,000 feet requiring area flood lighting
and surveillance (security) systems.

6.0.4 Instrumentation & _o_trol Systems

l&C. Englneerlng will provide mlcroprocessor-based distributed control for
theJwell water equipment, l&C Engineering will incorporate control of the

yard fire protection into the plant-wlde fire protection control system.

These control systems will utilize proven technology with an emphasis on

reliability and maintainabl]ity. The operator interface for these systems

will be developed with an emphasis on extensive operator interaction with

control of this equipment.

The DCS for the well water equipment will be located in the closest sultable

building to this equipment. The DCS panel will contain the redundant

processors, local I/O and interposing relays. Normal operator control of
this equipment will be from the main control room. The data communications

standard for this equipment will be compatible with that of the main power
block DCS.

Control of the yard fire protection will be part of the plant-wlde fire

protection control system. Local programmable logic controller I/O cabinets

will be installed as close as possible to the various yard fire protection
locations.

All other mechanical equipmen_ associated with this area will be controlled

locally.

Alarm processing and display will be controlled by the annunciation system.

Unless otherwise specified in this document, ala_ information will be dis-

" played on the CRT control station operator interface in the main control
room.

- Local panels and cabinets complete with required controls and instruments

will be supplied to provide necessary local control.
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7.0 AREA 7: SWITCHYARD

7.0.1 Civil/Structural

o Provide the following:

- ali excavation, fill and roads

- foundation including concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc. where
required

7.0.2 Mechanical Systems

7.0.3 Electrical Systems

o (ESP) Provide a 400 feet by 500 feet, fenced-lh switchyard area for

two 138 kV bent structures and associated equipment.

o (MTE) Provide transmission circuit breakers to connect the project to

the AEP Transmission System.

o (ESP) Provide grading for transmission/distrlbution switchyard area.

o (ESP) Provide gravel cover for transmlssion/dlstribution switchyard
area.

o (ESP) Provide substation control house including separate battery room

with associated battery room facilities.

o (ESP) Provide control house HVAC system.

o (ESP) Provide control house grounding system.

o (ESP) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C. battery to supply control

voltage for protective relay and control systems, alarm systems,

swltchgear, UPS system, and other devices requiring secure energy

supply.

o (ESP) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

o (ESP) Provide a nominal 125 volt, battery charger for flo_t charging

of battery.

o (EPD) Provide 120/248 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles, and other

small power loads.

o (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local area

control system and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

o (SP&C) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxili-

ary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults and/or
other abnormalities associated with electrical substation or

transmission system.
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o (SP&C) Provide alarm systems for station equipment.

o (SP&C) Provide interface/termination facilities for integration of

• plant and switchyard protective relay control and alarm systems.

o (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the installed electrical

equipment.

o (EPD) Provide cable tray and conduit systems for each of the power,

control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable systems used in
the substation.

o (ESP) Provide Trenway System for transmission/distribution switchyard

control cable systems.

o (ESP) Provide general building and area lighting as required.

o (PES) Provide PA stations.

o (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

o (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o (SP&C) Provide power line carrier equipment as required for communi-

cations or relaying systems.

o (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connections

between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of all

installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the local

area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnectlons to integrate the local area ground

grid with the general slte grounding system.

o (ESP) Construct a 34.5 kV switching station insulated at 69 kV in the

138 kV switchyard to serve the construction load and ultimately the

coal handling loop and reserve auxiliary transformer.

o (ESP) Provide one 138/34.5 kV, 30 MVA transformer and associated

equipment for reserve auxiliary and coal handling, which will be used

initially for construction power.

o (ESP) Install construction power transformer (RAT&CH) in its permanent

. position.

o (ESP) Provide station service facilities for the 138 kV switchyard.

• o (DE) Provide distribution underground cables and terminations as

required.
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7.0.4 _nstrumentatlon & Cont_ol Systems

The I&C scope of work regarding switchyard and equipment relates only to

control and annunciation devices associated with the switchyard and
equipment, but is physically located in the Unit Control Room. The main

control room operator interface will consist of traditional vertical control

panels. The control panels will contain sufficient controls and instruments

to control the operation of equipment included in this area. The operator
interface will be developed with an emphasis on the traditional AEP

philosophy of allowing extensive operator interaction with the control of

switchyard equipment.

A distributed annunciator system will be provided for the switchyard area.

The communications standard provided with this system will be compatible
with the communications standard for the main power block distributed

control system. Alarm information provided by the annunciator will be

displayed on the CRT control station monitors.

8.0 AREA 8: COOLING TOWER

8.0.1 Civil/Structural

o Provide the following:

- All excavation and fill

- Piling

o Provide foundations including concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc. for:

- A cooling tower

- Circulating water pump buildlng

o Provide structural steel, bracing, steel decking, grating, stairs,

ladders, handrails, treads, roof trusses, floor framing, etc. for the

circulatlng water pump building.

8.0.2 Mechanical Systems

The cooling tower is shown on SPS-713. It will be a mechanical _r natural

draft tower, sized for 1.5 X 109 BTU/br, cooling 150,000 gpm circdlating

water from II0°F to 900F, with atmospheric conditions of 72°F wet bulb

temperature at 70% relative humidity. (Numbers are preliminary as of Aprll
1990).

J

The cooling tower should be located so that equipment subject to corrosion
from chlorine in the tower drift is not downwind of the tower.

The circulating water pump building will contain the circulating water pumps

and associated equipment. The systems associated with the circulating water

pump building are provided in SPS-713. lt should be located adjacent to

the cooling tower.
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The intake/discharge tunnels are sized for a velocity of 6-7 feet per
second. Based on a circulating water flow of 150,000 gpm, the tunnel would

be either 6-1/2 square feet, or an 84" diameter pipe. Based on a natural

draft cooling tower, it has a design pressure of 75 psig. Details of the

, circulating water system are shown on SPS-713 and SPS-735.

8.0.3 Electrical Systems

" Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs of

the facilities, and provide for the special utilization equipment installed

in the cooling tower area.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the cooling tower

area is defined as including or incorporating the following sub-areas:

- Cooling Water Electrical Building

- Cooling Tower

- Circulating Water Pump House

The following electrical systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise

noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facilities and
sub-facilities within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTE) Provide medium voltage switchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including

medium voltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES &MTE) Provide low voltage switchgear to supply power to major

motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including low

voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply

power to medium voltage motors.

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to heating and

lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. valve control centers (VCC's) to supply power

D.C. powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency

equipment.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

" formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-
. formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.

- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractional horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.
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- (PES) Provide nominal 120 volt A.C., UPS systems to supply control

voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other devices

requiring an uninterruptable A.C. power supply.
f

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system al_ernate A.C.
input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply

local area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles, and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area control system, and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxi-

liary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults
and/or other abnormalities associated with electrlcal power supply
and utilization devices.

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable

systems used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment

- (PEE) Provide 4 kV i_duction motors for driving auxiliary equlpment

in the plant.

- (PEE) Prowde 480 v_it induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

- (DE) Provide general building (indoor and outdoor) lighting and area

lighting (including battery-operated lighting), roadway lighting,

and any specialty lighting as required.

o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of

all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.
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Provide necessary interconnections to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to
furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders, or display devices; and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and
" integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch

systems.

In addition to the above, generally required at all facilities, the

following special electrical systems, or electrical system equipment, will

be required for the cooling tower area.

- (DE) Provide specialty cooling tower obstruction (air craft

warning) lighting system, as required by FAA or other regulatory
bodies.

8.0.4 Instrumentation _ Control Systems

l&C Engineering will provide control for mechanical equipment in this area.
This control function will be provided by the main power block distributed

control system. The normal operator interface for this area will be located
in the main control room.

o The following control equipment will be installed in the cooling tower
area electrical/control building:

- A remote I/O panel associated with the main power block DCS.

- Necessary panels, cabinets and instrament stands to pro_!de local

control of new equipment.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.

9.0 AREA 9: INTAKE STRUCTURE

9.0.1 Civil/Structura_

o Provide concrete including rebar, anchor bolts, embedded piping and
electrical and structural steel, decking, grating, stairs, ladders,

handrails, treads, roof steel, floor framing, etc. for the intake pump

.. building.

o Provide the following:

" All sheet piling
- Ali excavation and fill

- All piling
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9.0.2 Me_hanlcal Systems

AB NO. DESCRIPTION

System 712 River Water Make-Up

System 751 Compressed Air

9.0.3 Electrlcal Systems

Electrical supply equipment is provided sufficient to serve the needs of the

facilities, and provide for the special utilization equipment installed at
the intake structures.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, th_ intake structure

area is defined as including or incorporating the following sub-areas:

- River Water Make-up Structure
- Intake Screens

The following electrical systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise

noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facillties and

sub-facilitles within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- Except as indicated below, the power supply eq_tlpment for the

utilization devices at the river water make-up structure will be

located in the cooling water electrical building.

- (PES) Provide one low voltage motor control center to supply power

to low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to heating and

llghtlng loads.

o Power Utilization Equipment

- (PEE) Provide 4 kV induction motors for driving auxillaryequipment

in the plant.

- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

- (DE) Provide general building (indoor and outdoor) llghtingand area

lighting (including battery-operated lighting), roadway lighting,

and any Specialty Lighting as required.

o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.
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o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of

. all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the
local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnectlons to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

9.0.4 Instrumentation & Control Systems

I&C Engineering will provide control for mechanical equipment in this area.

This control function will be provided by the main power block distributed

control system (DCS). The normal operator interface for this area will be
located in the main control room.

The following control equipment will be installed in the intake structure

area electrlcal/control building:

- A remote I/O panel associated with the main power block DCS.

- Necessary panels, cabinets and instrument stands to provide local

control of equipment.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.

- Annunciator equipment required to transmit alarms to an alarm

display in the main control.

I0.0 AREA i0: SOLID WASTE LANDFILL

I0.0.I Clvll/_tructural

The PFBC ash disposal site will be located in the nearby vicinity of the

plant site. The newly promulgated West Virginia solid waste regulations

will be the design basis of the landfill. The PFBC ash dlsposal site will

require the following items:

o Clearing and Grubbing

- Provide clearing and grubbing and prepare the landfill site area to
receive the liner.

o The Liner System

- Provide a liner system that meets the new West Virginia solid waste

regulations. Use of two options has been permitted by these regul-

- ations for the design of the liner system. Alternate liner design

may be approved by the WVDepartment of Natural Resources on a case-

by-case basis. The approved options under the new regulations are
as follows:
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Option A:

- Eighteen inches of compacted clay liner (permeability net greater
than 1 x 10-7 cm/sec).

o

- A sixty mil synthetic liner on top of the clay liner.

-A leachate collection system consisting of a perforated piping

system embedded with an eighteen inch drainage system to be

installed on top of the synthetic liner (mit. permeability of 1 x

10 -3 cm/sec.).

Opt i,,Qn,B;

- Two feet of compacted clay liner (permeability not greater than 1

x lO-Tcm/sec. ).

- An appropriate groundwater interceptor drainage system, which shall
als, serve as a leachate detection system, to be installed under the

clay liner.

- An appropriate leachate collection system, to be installed on top

of the compacted clay liner.

NOTES :

I. The liner system in Option B is prohibited for use in major domes-

tic use aquifer areas, major alluvial aqulfer_, or Karst regions.
It has not been determined whether or not the Alternate site

contains one of the above mentioned aquifers.

2. It should be noted that the liner system will be constructed in

several stages over the life of the landfill.

o The Pond Complex:

Provide a pond complex that will consist of a sedimentaticn pond and
a clear water pond. Both of these ponds will be lined. The purpose

of the sedimentation pond is to treat the run-off from the active

portion of the landfill as well as the leachate collection zone. The
treatment is facilitated by providing time for sedimentation of the

total suspended solids.

The clear water pond area will: provide additional treatment before

the pond effluent is released into the existing streams in the area;

have a pH control system in order to adjust the pH level of the pond

effluent; and be equipped with a discharge structure at the pond
outflow.
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o Temporary Ponds:

Provide temporary ponds to treat the run-off for one or more active

landfill areas as required.

o The Haul Road:

Provide a paved haul road in order for 35 ton (net) trucks to carry
" the PFBC by_pzoducts from the plant to the landfill.

o The Drainage System:

Provide culverts, ditches, and dikes for the landfill, ponds, and haul

road as required.

Provide foundations including concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc.,

where required.

10.0.2 Mechanlcal Systems

10.0.3 Electrical Systems

lt is expected that any electrical equipment requirements for this area will

be minor (e.g. area flood llghting and area surveillance security systems).

Any electrical service requirements for this area will be met by the
electrical equipment provided for the "Area 4: Ash Handling (silo)

Building"; and will be incorporated into the Electrical Systems Scope of

Work, estimates and drawings for that facility.

10.0.4 Instrumentation & Cgntrol Systems

I&C Engineering will provide local control for mechanical equipment included
in this area. This local control will consist of:

- Necessary panels, cabinets and instrument stands to provide local

control of this equipment.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.

- Annunciator equipment required to provide alarm information, both
local and remote.

11.0 AREA II" OFFSITE FACILITIES
J

11.0.3 Electrical Systems

• o Amos Plant and Station

- Modify transmission line protective relays.

- Modify microwave station for addition of llnk to PFBC plant.
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o Sporn Plant and Station

- Modify transmission line protection relays.

o Distribution System and Lines

- Provide distribution llne additions and modifications as required.

o Transmission System and Lines

- Provide transmission llne additions and/or modifications to inte-

grate new generation into transmission system.

o Communication Network

- Modify APCo and CSP microwave system to provide communication links

between new plant, Roanoke OCO, and 1 Riverside Plaza.

o Roanoke OCO

- Modify communications system for integration of new plant.

- Modify control/alarm system for integration of new plant.

o 1 Riverside Plaza Office Building

- Modify communications system for integration of new plant.

- Modify control/alarm system for integration of new plant.

o Apple Grove Station (tentative)

- Modify station: add three new 138 kV CB'S and add transmission line

from new plant.
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ATTACHMENT 1

SUPPLEMENTARY SCOPE

The supplementary scope identifies the tasks which are not directly related
to a specific area of the Work Breakdown Structure.

e

A. PERMITTING AND LICENSING

The tasks outlined below are intended to support the anticipated permits
program.

o Environmental Permitting

The AEPSC Environmental Engineering Group (EEG) will have the prime

responsibility to gather and assimilate information necessary to apply

for, and obtain appropriate air, water, and solid waste permits and to

satisfy the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA). EEG will depend on the Engineering and Design Divisions to

provide final design information and drawings for Environmental
Systems to support permit application activities outlined as follows:

- Air

EEG will be responsible for obtaining all required environmental,

construction and operating permits for the main unit, auxiliary

boiler, fugitive dust sources, and other air pollution sources as

required. As part of the permit process, EEG will either perform

or coordinate third-party performance of the necessary GEP stack

height analysis, BACT/LAER analyses, ambient air dispersion

modellng, ambient air monitoring, and other analyses required to
obtain a permit to construct an air contaminant source, which

includes provisions covering the Prevention of Significant

Deterioration (PSD) program.

- Water

EEG will be responsible for preparing and submitting an applicatlon

for a new source wastewater discharge permit under the West Virginia

Department of Natural Resources' (WVDNR) National Pollutant

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. Information on rh6

• quantity and/or quality of the following wastewater will be
required: coal pile runoff, sorbent pile runoff, ash sluice water

(if any), metal cleaning wastewater, ali low volume wastewater, and

storm water runoff during and after construction. In addition, a

• package sewage treatment plant will required permitting if a nearby

municipal sewage system is not accessible. As part of the overall

permitting process, AEPSC may be required to perform additional

biological studies of mussels and/or other aquatic inhabitants in

the vicinity of the proposed plant site. Voluntary biological
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studies will be performed. Any mandated biological study for

permitting purposes would be reactive to a special request by the

permitting authority. EEG will also be responsible for obtaining
a water quality certification for a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

permit and for developing appropriate Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure (SPCC) plans.

- Solid Waste

EEG will be responsible for preparing and submitting an application
for environmental permits to construct and o_erate a solid waste

disposal facility. Design, construction and operation information

will be requested from other AEPSC divisions for the purpose of

accomplishing this objective. The landfill will be permitted

expressly for the management of wastes produced by the combustion

process (PFBC bed ash and fly ash). Other solid wastes, such as
plant trash, will require management and disposal by a third party.

- NEPA

The construction of a new commercial PFBC power plant on previously

undisturbed land will require the preparation of an Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS)_ AEPSC will retain a third-party consultant
to conduct environmental studies and to prepare an Environmental

Information Report (EIR). The EIR will then be submitted to the

NEPA lead federal agency who will use the document to prepare an
EIS.

EEG will be responsible for seeking proposals and competitive bids
to secure the services of the appropriate third party consultants

to produce the necessary studies and documents to satisfy NEPA

requirements and prepare the EIR. EEG will coordinate the EIR study

plan, all studies and document preparation with the consultant;
contacts with the lead federal agency; contacts with appropriate

state and local agencies; and participation in public meetings.

Once a construction plan is established and environmental impacts

are predicted, EEG will be responslble for coordinating ecological,

archaeological, and/or historical mitigation action plans if

required.

- General

Meetings with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.

Department of Energy, West Virginia environmental agencies, the U.S. a

Army Corps of Engineers - Huntington District, local officials, the

public, and others may be required. EEG will participate as

necessary in these meetings, and in some instances, initiate the

meetings. During the construction phase of the project, EEG will
work with construction staff to accumulate any Resource Conservation

and Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous wastes which are generated on

site, and to ensure off-slte disposal of those wastes via an

approved and licensed waste hauler and permitted Treatment, Storage
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and Disposal (TSD) facility. Any RCRA guidelines required will be

written by EEG and made available to the construction management
staff. Also, EEG will work with other AEPSC divisions in

identifying any additional Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization

. Act (SARA) hazardous chemlcals that may be present during the
construction or operation of the plant, and prepare the appropriate

SARA notification. An oil spill control plan will also be developed

for the construction phase.

o COE and FAA Permitting

- The Civil Engineering Department (CED) will be responsible for

preparing applications and submitting permit documents for the

purpose of obtaining the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 10/404

permit for river cell construction, water intakes and discharge

piping, coal unloading, lime unloading facilities, and dredging for
these facilities if required.

- CED will arrange for the preparation of permit drawings and

documentation associated with the preparation of the application
form.

CED will be responsible for the coordination of work associated with

the permit submittal and be the lead contact with the Corps of

Engineers in all matters regarding the issuance of this permit.

- CED will be responsible for preparation and submission of all

documents pertaining to the appliuation of U.S. Coast Guard private
aids to navigation permits applicable to all river related

structures. CED will be responsible for ensuring compliance with

all applicable Coast Guard regulations relating to off loading of

fuel oil (e.g., preparation of a Fuel 011 Transfer Operations
Manual).

- CED will be responsible for the preparation and submission of the

FAA permit for construction or alteration of structures having an

impact on air navigation and will be lead coordinator for obtaining

information related to the specific structures to be constructed.

o Other Permits

The Design Division will be responsible for securing all building

permits.

B. CONSTRUCTION STRATEGY

The overall construction strategy will be to maximize the off site pre-

assembly and modularization of equipment components. Construction

• complexities and constraints shall be carefully examined and addressed

during the up-front engineering and design activities.

Labor contact packages will be awarded as prime contracts between AEPSC and

specialty contractors. Typical packages will include the following:
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- Earthwork and Piling
- Concrete and Foundation Installation

- Structural Steel Erection

- PFBC Island Erection

- Piping Installation and Thermal Insulation

- Balance of Plant Mechanical Equipment

- Coal Handling, Ash Handling and Sorbent Handling Erection

- Architectural, Finish, Roofing, Siding and Louvers
- Electrical

Nearly all anticipated work packages for Project PFBC-O01 will be prepared

and awarded during Phase 2 of the project.

The scope of contracts will be maximized with the goal of keeping the number

of contractors at an optimum level, leading to more effective management
control over site construction activities.

C. CONSTRUCTION PLAN

During the construction phase of the project (Phase 2), the Project Labor

Agreement will define uniform working conditions, holidays, shift

provisions, etc., which would be applicable to all crafts and would override

local agreements. This agreement is expected to reduce overall craft labor

costs. The Project Labor Agreement would be made a part of each

construction contract, and each contractor employed at the site would be

party to it through a letter of assent. Meetings with the Local Building

Trades Union will be held prior to the start of work to review the Project

Labor Agreement and to establish the concept of periodic labor-management

meetings once construction work is well underway. Labor relations policy on

the job will be monitored from AEPSC and through the Project PFBC-O01
Construction Manager.

Each contractor will be expected to have a written safety policy and a

designated supervisor responsible for the implementation of the policy. The

safety supervisor will be expected to cooperate fully with the site safety

representatives of the Construction manager, and it will be the

responsibility of the contractor's representatives to make certain that

safety policies are fully implemented during the construction program.

A security force will be established on site to control access only to

individuals who are properly authorized by an established identification

system. Security forces would also be expected to maintain strict control

of egress on the site through the inspection of packages, automobiles,

trucks, etc.

The contracting strategy will maximize lump sum competitive bidding among

approved and pre-qualified contractors. Competitively bid unit price
contracts will also be utilized.
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SIYMMARY OF SYSTEM SERIES

p

System
Series pescriotion system ResDonsibil_ty

I00 Buildings and External Installations Civil/Structural "

200 Combustor with Auxiliary Systems Mechanical

300 Gas Turbine Systems Mechanical

400 Steam Turbine Systems Mechanical

500 Control Systems I&C

600 Electrical Power Systems Electrlcal

700 Service Systems Mechanical

800 Ocher Systems

900 AEPSC Services and Indirect Field Costs

o LIST OF SYSTEMS

System Numbe_ System Name

i BUILDINGS AND EXTERNAL INSTALLATIONS

II Main Power Block

III Combustor Area

112 Gas Turbine/Economlzer Area

113 Steam Turbine/Water Treatment Area

114 Heater Bay
115 Control Room

116 Service Building/Machine Shop
117 Transformer Deck Area

118 Coal and Sorbent Preparation Building

12 Sorbent Handling Structures

121 Sorbent Transfer Stations

122 Sorbent Transfer Conveyor Bridges •

123 Sorbent Storage
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System Number System Name

13 Coal Handling Structures

, 131 Coal Transfer Stations

132 Coal Transfer Conveyor Bridges
133 Coal Storage

" 14 Ash Handling Structures

141 Ash Transfer Stations

142 Ash Transfer Conveyor Bridges
143 Ash Storage

15 Air Quality Control Structures

151 Stack Structure

16 General Site Improvements

161 Site Preparation
163 Dock Facillties

17 Switchyard Structure

171 Control House

172 Auxiliary Switching Station
173 Res. Aux. Trnsfrmr. Sta. Control House

18 Cooling System Structures

181 River Water Make-Up Structure
182 Circ. Water Pump House Structure

183 Cooling Tower Structure

19 Solid Waste Landfill Structures

191 Solid Waste Storage
192 Haul Road

2 COMBUSTOR WITH AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

21 Pressure Vessel

211 Combustor Vessel

22 Steam Boiler

• 221 Steam Generator

225 Boiler Circ.

226 Boiler Enclosure

227 Bed Bottom
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System Number System N_m_

23 Gas Cleaning Equipment

231 Gas Cleaning System

235 Combustor Depressurization System

26 Fuel Handling Equipment
w

261 External Coal Handling System

262 Fuel Preparation System
263 External Sorbent Handling System

264 Sorbent Preparation System

266 Fuel Injection System

268 Sorbent Injection System

27 Equipment for Handling Ash and Bed Material

271 Cyclone Ash Removal
272 Bed Ash Removal

274 Bed Reinjection System

275 External Ash Handling System

28 Other Handling Equipment

281 Coal Analysis Facility

3 GAS TURBINE SYSTEMS

31 Gas Turbine and Generator

310 Gas Turbine

312 Starting Burner
317 Gas Turbine Generator

318 Get. Excitation and Starting Equipment

32 Air/Gas Handling Equipment

321 Air Intake

323 Intercept and Bypass Valves

324 Crossover Pipe

325 Gas Turbine Exhaust System

326 Exhaust Pipe
327 External Economizer

328 Precipitator
329 Flue Gas Ductwork

34 Gas Turbine Auxiliary Systems

340 Gas Turbine Lubrication Oil System

350 Gas Turbine Control Fluid System

365 Gas Turbine Fuel System

370 Gas Turbine Cleaning System
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System Numbe,r System Nem_

4 STEAM TURBINE SYSTEMS

• 40 Turbine and Generator

403 Steam Turbine

405 Steam Turbine Generator

" 407 Steam Turbine Voltage Regulator System

412 Steam Turbine Lube Oil Systems

413 Steam Turbine Lube 0il Clean-Up System

414 Steam Turbine Control Fluid System

42 Steam Systems

421 Main/Reheat Steam System

422 Turbine Bypass and Flash Tank

423 Bleed Steam System

424 Steam Seals System
425 L.P. Heater Drains and Vents

426 H.P. Heater Drains and Vents

427 Drip Piping

428 Auxiliary Steam
429 Steam Generator Drains

44 Cooling Systems

445 Generator Cooling Water System

45 Governing Oil System

452 Steam Turbine Regulating Oil System

46 Condensate and Feed Water Systems

461 Condenser and Vacuum System

462 Condensate System

463 Feed Water System

466 Condensate Cleaning System

47 Service Systems - Water and Steam

471 Blow Off System

472 Drainage System
473 Sealing Water System

477 Cycle Sampling System

48 Service System - Gas

481 Hydrogen Cooling System
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System Number System Name

5 CONTROL SYSTEMS

51 Control Equipment

511 Plant Operations Computer
512 Distributed Control Room Panels

513 Annunciator System
514 Main Control Room Panels

515 Plant Operation Process Simulator

516 Programmable Logic Controllers
531 Process Instrumentation

6 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

61 Transmission Equipment

611 Substation Equipment
612 Transmission Lines

613 GSU Transformer, Isolated Phase Bus and

Normal Auxiliary Power Supply System

62 Site Power Distribution

621 Substation Equipment

622 Distribution Lines & Distribution Line Equipment

623 Plant Reserve Power Supply System
624 Construction Power

63 Auxiliary Power Systems

631 A.C. Power Supply & Distribution System

632 Building Lighting System

633 Roadway Lighting System

64 Emergency Power Supply Systems

641 D.C. (Battery) Supply G Distribution Systems

642 Unlnterruptible (A.C.) Power Supply & Distribution

Systems
643 Diesel Generator Systems

644 Emergency Lighting Systems

65 Communication Systems

651 Telephone (PX) Systems

652 Public Address (PA) Systems

653 Radio and Paging Systems

69 Cabling Systems
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System Number System Name

7 SERVICE SYSTEMS

• 71 Cooling Systems

712 River Water Make-Up

713 Circulating Water

" 715 Closed Cycle Cooling

716 FW Heat Recovery/PFBC System Cooling

73 Water Processing and Distribution

731 Pretreatment Clean-Up

735 Circulating Water Chemical Feed

736 Circulating Water Bromination

738 Chemical Feed System

739 Chemical Cleaning

74 Ventilation Systems

741 Combustor Ventilation

742 Building Ventilation

747 Dust Collection System

749 Combustion Cooldown System

75 Compressed Air System

751 Compressed Air

755 Nitrogen Distribution System

756 Vacuum Cleaning System

758 Process Air System

76 Water and Heating System

763 Plant Heating System

765 Buildlng Drains

766 Drinking Water System

767 Sta. Drainage & Wastewater Treatment System
768 Roof Drainage System

77 Other Service Systems

771 Fuel Oil System

772 Chemical Cleaning System

" 775 Steam Blowing System

8 OTHER SYSTEMS

81 Transportation System

811 Cranes and Lifting Devices
812 Elevators
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System Numbe_ System _amQ

83 Tools and Test Equipment

84 Security Systems

86 Fire Protection Systems

862 F.P. Water System
863 F.P. Well Water

866 F.P. Gas System

87 Cable Tray and Conduit Systems

871 Cable Tray System

872 Conduit System

9 AEPSC SERVICES AND INDIRECT FIELD COSTS

91 AEPSC Salaries and Overheads

911 Engineering, Design and Construction

912 Non-Englneerlng
913 Public Affairs

914 Legal

92 PFBC-001 Site Personnel

921 Construction management

922 Site Accounting, Snores & Timekeeping
923 Relay Checkout

924 Site Start-Up
925 Site Civil Lab

93 Miscellaneous AEPSC Servlces/Expenses

931 Outside Legal Services

932 Data Processing

933 Building Permits and Fees

934 Drawing and Reproduction Services
935 Environmental Permits and Fees

94 Taxes and Insurance

941 Insurance

942 Taxes (State Sales/Use)

95 Site Construction Expenses

951 Office Supplies

952 Equipment and Material Freight
953 Construction Power and Utilities

954 Construction Equipment Rental and Leasing
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System Number System N_e

955 Construction Equipment Operation and Main-
tenance, etc.

. 956 Construction Vehicle Leasing
957 Miscellaneous Construction Services
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ATTACHMENT 3

COMMODITYACCOUNTS LIST

I0.00 CONCRETE CATEGORY

II.00 Formwork

Ii.i0 Baselab and Foundation

11.20 Wall and Columns

11.30 Elevated Slabs

11.40 Major Equipment Foundations
11.90 Other Formwork

12.00 Metal Decking
l

12.30 Elevated Slabs

12.90 Other Metal Decking

13.00 Reinforcing Steel

13.10 Baselab and Foundation

13.20 Wall and Columns

13.30 Elevated Slabs

13.40 Major Equipment Foundations

13.90 Other Reinforcing Steel

14.00 Embedded Material

14.10 Baselab and Foundation

14.20 Wall and Columns

14.30 Elevated Slabs

14.40 Major Equipment Foundations
14.90 Other Embedded Steel

15.00 Structural Concrete

15.10 Baselab and Foundation

15.20 Wall and Columns

15.30 Elevated Slabs

15.40 Major Equipment Foundations
15.90 Other Structural Concrete

16.00 Mudmats and Fill Concrete

16.10 Baselab and Foundation

16.90 Other Mudmats and Fill Concrete
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17.00 Major Concrete Structures

17.10 Stack

17.20 Silos

, 17.30 Cooling Tower

20.00 STEELWORK, ARCHITECTURAL AND CIVIL CATEGORY

21.00 Structural Steel

21.10 Building Frame
21.20 Turbine Pedestal Beams

21.30 Crane Rails and Girders

21.40 Elect. Take-off, Dead-end and Equipment Support Structures
21.90 Other Structural Steel

22.00 Miscellaneous Steel

22.10 Stairways
22.20 Access Platforms

22.30 Floor Grating
22.40 Checkered Floor Plate

22.50 Handrail
22.60 Treads

22.70 Ladders

22.90 Other Miscellaneous Steel

23.00 Miscellaneous Fabricated Items

23.10 Bunkers/Silos
23.90 Other Fabricated Assemblies

24.00 Architectural Features and Finish

24.10 Siding

24.11 Insulated Metal Siding

24.12 Unlnsulated Metal Siding
24.13 Louvers and Vents

24.20 Roofing

24.21 Metal Roof Decking

24.22 Built-Up Roofing and Insulation

24.23 Sheetmetal Flashing

24.30 Block Work

24.40 Interior Finish

24.41 Metal Partitions

24.42 Floor Finish
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24.43 Wall Finish

24.44 Ceiling Finish

24.50 Doors and Sash
D

24.51 Doors, Frames and Hardware

24.52 Roll-Up Doors
24.53 Windows and Sash

b

24.60 Protective Coatings

24.61 Equipment Painting

24.62 Structural and Miscellaneous Steel Painting

24.63 Building Finish Painting

24.64 Concrete Linings

24.65 Equipment Linings

24.66 Piping Painting

24.90 Other Painting

24.70 Fireproofing
24.80 Building Equipment and Furnishings

25.00 Earthwork, Dredging and Dewatering

25.10 Site Clearing and Grubbing

25.20 Site Grading

25.30 Dewatering

25.40 Major Building and Structures Earthwork

25.41 Common Excavation

25.42 Rock Excavation

25.43 Fine Grade

25.44 Structural Backfill

25.50 Miscellaneous Yard Earthwork

25.51 Pipeline Trenching
25.52 Tank Firewall Dikes

25.53 Electrical Duct Banks and Manholes

2_.54 Storm and Sanitary Sewer System
25.59 Other Yard Earthwork

25.60 Dredging

26.00 Piles and Caissons

26.10 Bearing Piles

26.20 Sheet Piling
26.30 Coffer Dam

26.40 Caissons
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27.00 Site Improvements

27.10 Finish Grading
27.20 Landscaping

- 27.30 Erosion and Dust Control

27.40 Offshore and Waterfront Improvements

27.41 Rip-Rap
" 27.42 River Cells

27.50 Roads, Bridges and Parking Areas

27.51 Roadways

27.52 Bridges and Culverts

27.53 Parking Areas

27.60 Surface Drainage
27.70 Fences and Gates

27.90 Other Site Improvements

27.91 Water Wells

27.92 Sewage Trea=ment Facilities

27.93 Site Meteorology Station

30.00 STEAM GENERATOR

31.00 Flues and Ducts

32.00 Accessory Equipment

33.00 Auxiliary Boiler

34.00 Other Equipment
35.00 Steam Generator (Combustor Vessel)

40.00 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

41.00 Turbine Generator

41.10 Steam Turbine Generator

41.20 Gas Turbine Generator

42.00 Condenser and Auxiliaries

43.00 Rotating Equipment (Other Than Packaged Units)

43.10 Pumps and Drives

43.11 Pumps
• 43.12 Motors

43.13 Compressors

44.00 Heaters and Exchangers
45.00 Tanks and Vessels
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46.00 Water Treatment and Chemical Feed Equipment

46.10 Laboratory Chemical Analysis Equipment

46.20 Chemical Cleaning Services

46.30 Condensate Clean-Up and Pre-Treat Components

46.40 Outside Testing of Coal/Dolomite Samples

47.00 Coal, Sorbent, Ash and Pollution Control Handling Equipment b

47.10 Electrostatic Precipitator

47.20 Fly Ash Removal System

47.30 Ash Handling Equipment
47.40 Coal Preparation Equipment

47.50 Sorbent Preparation Equipment

47.60 Coal Sampling Equipment

47.70 Mobile Equipment

48.00 Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment

48.10 Cranes and Hoists

48.11 Steam Turbine Crane

48.12 Gas Turbine Crane

48.13 Miscellaneous Cranes

48.14 Miscellaneous Hoists

48.20 Fire Protection Equipment

48.21 Fire Protection Piping and Equipment

48.22 Sprinkler System, Suppression and Detaction System

48.30 Plumbing Equipment
48.40 Elevators

48.50 Miscellaneous Auxiliary Equipment

48.60 Thermal Insulation

48.61 Steam Generator

48.62 Steam Turbine
48.63 Gas Turbine

48.64 Condenser

48.65 Piping
48.66 Instrumentation

48.67 Flues and Ducts

48.68 Other Equipment

49.00 Heating, Venting and Atmospheric Control Equipment

49.10 Equipment "
49.20 Personnel

49.30 Dust Collection

49.40 Dust Suppression

49.50 Coal and Sorbent handling Service Equipment
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50.00 PIPING

51.00 Piping 2-1/2" and Over

51.10 Pre-fabricated Critical Piping

51.20 Yard Piping

51.30 Other Pre-Fabricated Piping

52.00 Piping 2" and Under

53.00 Specialties

54.00 Hangers
55.00 Valves

55.10 Control Valves

55.20 Manual Valves

60.00 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

61.00 Local Mechanical Instrumentation

61.10 Local Mechanical Panelboards and Racks

61.20 Field-mounted Instruments and Supports

61.21 Mechanical Field Instruments

61.22 Standard Racks and Supports

61.30 Pipe and Tube Raceways and Supports

61.40 Instrument Piping

61.50 Instrument Tubing

61.60 Instrument Air Supply
61.90 Other Mechanical Instrumentation

62.00 Electrical Instrumentation

62.10 Main Control Room Panelboards

62.20 Computers and Auxiliaries

62.30 Local Sub-panels and Control Station

62.40 Field-mounted Instruments and Supports

62.41 Electrical Instrumentation and Control Devices

62.42 Instrument Stands

62.50 Environmental Monitoring Instrumentation

62.60 Silo Weighing Devices

* 62.61 Coal Weighing

62.62 Sorbent Weighing

62.63 Ash Weighing
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62.70 Annunciation

62.80 Simulator (Control/Simulator Trainer)
62.90 Other Electrical Instrumentation

70.00 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

71.00 Switchgear and Loadcenters

71.10 Switchgear - 15 kV and Up

71.20 Swltchgear - 3 through 8 kV
71.30 Loadcenters 600 V and Down

72.00 Transformers

72.10 Main Power

72.20 Start-Up Power

72.30 Auxiliary Transformers
72.40 Generator Breaker

73.00 Bus Ducts and Supports

73.10 Generator Main Bus and Supports

73.20 Generator Bus Cooling System

73.30 Generator Bus Disconnect and Surge Protection

73.40 Station Service Busways and Supports

73.50 Auxiliary Bus and Supports

74.00 Direct Current Equipment and Motor Generator Sets

74.10 Station Service Batteries and Racks

74.20 Battery Charging Equipment

74.21 Motor Generator Battery Chargers
74.22 Static Battery Chargers

74.30 Special Motor Generator Sets

74.31 Inverter Motor Generator Sets

74.32 Static Inverter

74.33 Emergency Diesel Generator
74.34 Shutdown Diesel Generator

74.40 Direct Current Distribution Panels

74.50 Direct Current Motor Control Centers
74.60 DC Transformer Rectifiers

75.00 Motor Control Centers and Low Voltage Equipment

75.10 Motor Control Centers

75.20 Low Voltage Equipment

75.30 Frequency Converter Equipment
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75.40 Variance Speed Drive Control Equipment

75.50 Low Voltage Starter

76.00 Other Electrical Equipment

76.10 Lighting Fixtures and Standards

76.20 Lighting Equipment (Transformers, Panels, etc.)

" 76.30 Communications Equipment

76.31 PAX

76.32 PBX

76.33 Radio

76.34 Intercom and Test Telephone

76.35 Fiber Optic Communication Equipment

76.40 Plant Security

76.50 Trace Heating and Freeze Protection Equipment

77.00 Miscellaneous Equipment

77.10 Penetrations

77.20 Smoke Detection and Alarm Equipment

78.00 Substation Specialty Items

78.10 Circuit Breakers

78.20 Disconnect Switches

78.30 Insulators and Conductors

78.40 Surge Protection Equipment
78.50 Instrument Transformers

78.60 Relaylng and Control Panels

78.70 Carrier Current Pilot Protection Equipment

78.71 Coupling Capacitors

78.72 Line Traps

78.73 Tuning Units
78.74 Remote Terminal Unit

78.80 Fiber Optics

78.81 Light Amplifiers
78.82 Fiber/Copper Convertor Panels

78.90 Metering

- 80.00 ELECTRICAL BULK MATERIAL

81.00 Cable Tray Accessories

81.10 Cable Tray
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81.20 Cable Tray Fittings and Hardware

81.30 Cable Tray Supports

82.00 Conduit and Supports

82.10 Non-Metallic

82.20 Underground Duct
82.30 Manholes and Handholes

82.40 EMT
82.50 IMT

82.60 Rigid

83.00

84.00 Wire and Cable

84.10 Instrumentation

84.20 Power

85.00 Wire and Cable Connections

86.00 Fiber Optic Cable

86.10 Diaelectric Cable

86.20 OPGW

86.30 OPGW Supports

90.00 GENERAL FIELD COSTS

91.00 Construction Facilities

92.00 Construction Services

92.10 Service Engineers
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APPENDIX 7

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING AND LICENSING SUPPORT

The information required to support the environmental permitting and

licensing program is outlined below.

1.0 ENGINEERING AND DESIGN DELIVERABLES - MILESTONE SUMMARY

o Milestone #i:

Development of project parameters that support the application for the

West Virginia Certificate of Public Need and Convenience, site

monitoring, and EIS studies.

o Milestone #2:

Finalization of plant operating parameters that support air modeling

and BACT analysis. Fix licensing criteria of the site, plant, systems

and components. Achieve Approved for Design level of documents.

o Milestone #3:

Finalization of plant operating parameters that support the completion

of applying for the West Virginia air, water and solid waste permits.
Fix the balance of plant design. Issue Approved for Construction

drawings to support start of fabrication and construction.

2.0 MILESTONE DETAILS

2.1 MilestoBe Number I:

o Discuss land requirements, availability and existing land use impacts

- Land acreage requirements:

Plant site

Wastewater treatment facilities

Material storage and handling

Waste disposal area

Roadways

- Plot plan and how construction will impact existing land use,

vegetation, floodplains, habitats, etc.

- Required relocations of roads, railways or waterways

- Compare the cost, reliability and technical feasibility of the

following project specifics with those of studies alternatives'
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Layout and appearance
Intake structures

Fuel

Steam-electric system
Emission control

Heat dissipation

Water usage
Solid waste treatment, handling, disposal

Drainage

o Discuss need for new transmission lines

o Discuss air quality impacts

- Heat and mass balances

- Stacks dimensions, location and elevation

- Building arrangement and locations

- Stack and unit operating parameters at 50%, 75% and 100% load:

Gas flow rate

Gas temperature

Gas velocity

Heat input
Heat rate

SO2, NOx, CO, particulate emission rates

- Pollution control equipment

Type

Efficiency

- Arrangement and details of materlal handling systems (coal, sorbent,
solid waste)

Type of loading/unloading conveyor lengths
Number and helght of transfer points
Dust control methods used

Equipment and control efficiency
Seals, skirts and enclosures

Chemical suppression

Quantity and type of material
Number and depth of bunkers, silos, etc.

Material handling flow diagrams, layout diagrams and
vertical section drawings of equipment

- Roadways and parking areas information

Length/area of source and surface composition
Annual vehicle miles traveled

Type of vehicles to be used
Dust control methods

- Emission offsets (as may be required by acid rain legislation)
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o Discuss status of site geology, hydrology and soils and assess

potential impacts

- Topography
. - Test borings

- Pile load tests

o Discuss groundwater monitoring plan

- Location of wells

- Parameters to be tested

- Monitoring frequency

o Discuss water impacts

- Water balance

- Heat balance

- Number and location of discharges

- Concentration and/or characteristics of pollutants in discharges

- Treatment systems for plant and landfill

Types of systems

Types of chemicals

- Groundwater vs. surface water withdrawal for service water and make-

up

- Cooling tower

Size

Flows

Visual impacts

- Hook-ups to public water/sewage systems

- Package sewage treatment plant
- Drainage and run-off routings

- Monitoring devices

- Wetland loss and mitigation

- Impacts on terrestrial and aquatic habitats
- Service water thermal discharge

o Discuss solid waste disposal system

- Selection of landfill site and alternative

- Availability of liner and cover materials

- Storage capacity

- Waste production rate

- Landfill operation

Fill rate

Size of active fill area

Sequencing

Requirements for cover
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- Groundwater monitoring
- Liner and leachate collection

o Discuss other issues

- Tank inventory and leak prevention/deuection plan

- Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) plan for fluids
containment, transport, and storage

- Chemical inventory control

- Solid and hazardous waste management

2.2 Milestone _umber 2

o General information

- UTM coordinates of plant

- Maps and drawings showing location of property

Topography of surrounding area

Show dimensions of nearby existing and proposed structures
Plant facilities

Ali emission points

o Indirect heat exchangers

- Maximum design heat input

- Type and quantity of fuel to be consumed at maximum output

- Type of "burner" and orientation
- Atomization of fuel oil, if oll is used

- Type of draft
- Percent ash retained in furnace

- Will fly ash be relnJected

- Maximum percent sulfur and ash in coal

- Estimated bum per year

- Fuel oil grade

- Average percent ash

- Maximum and average percent sulfur

- BTU/gallon

- Annual fuel consumption in gallons

- Operating schedule (hfs/day, days/wk, wks/yr)

- Estimated emissions in Ib/hr, grains/ACF @ °F and PSIA for:

Particulates

SO2
NOx
HC

CO

Any other pollutant (Tidd will help identify what if any other

pollutants qualify for listing)

- Height and diameter of stack

- Total gas flow rate of pressure and temperature
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o Storage activities

- Identification of ali storage bins, silos, piles, etc., and material
. stored

- Typical moisture content (%) and average % passing 200 mesh

- Maximum annual throughout of storage point

- Maximum and average quantity of material in storage

" - Maximum base area and height of stockpiles

- Preferred dust control used if not a bin or full enclosure storage
area

- Method of load-in and load-out from storage point
- Preferred control method used in load-ln and load-out

o Conveying and transfer activities

- Type and length or height of conveyor or transfer point

- Type of material handled and nominal size

- Maximum tons per hour and tons per year handled

- Preferred dust controls used on each conveyor or transfer point

o Crushing and screening

- Type of crusher or screen and material sized

- Maximum tons per hour and tons per year throughout

- Material sized from/to

- Typical moisture content as crushed

- Preferred dust control used and stack or vent parameters

Height above grade

Dimensions of opening
Volumetric flow

Temperature

- Operating schedule (hr/day, days/week, weeks/year) and quarterly

percent operation

- Planned start-up date for each crusher or screen

o Plant roadways and parking areas

- Miles of roadway by type of surface

- Square feet of parking area by type of surface

- Maximum and average vehicle traffic on each roadway by vehicle type
(miles and number of vehicles)

- Planned dust control measure for each surface type of roadway and
d

parking areas

o Other combustion sources

Type of combustion source

Type and amount of fuel to be burned

Maximum percent ash and sulfur in fuel

Type and BTU rating of all burners
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- Maximum heat input (BTU/ht)

- Operating schedule (hours/day, day/week, weeks/year)

- Estimated emissions in ib/hr at °F and PSIA for:

Particulates

S02
NOx

HC

CO

Other regulated pollutants

o Baghouses

- Gas flow rate to collector CA(FM @ temperature and pressure)

- Pollutants to be collected, design inlet and outlet loadlngs (Ib/hr

and gralns/ACF) and guaranteed minimum collection efficiency

- A drawing showing duct-_ork feeding the collector, size of ducts,

capacity and projected horsepower of air movers or fans

- Description of any planned inlet or outlet gas conditioning process
used

- System used for disposal of collected materlal

- Height and dimensions of vent

o Oil storage tanks

- Material to be stored and maximum capacity

- Type, dimensions and shape of tank

- True vapor pressure of material

- Type of fill

- Vapor recovery system

- Secondary containment for above ground storage

o Electrostatic precipitators

- Minimum collection efficiency and outlet loading in grains/ACF and
1b/br

- Gas rate to collector in ACFM at temperature and pressure, and

percent moisture

- Inlet particulate loading

- Number of fields
t

Number of bus sections in total, in series, and in parallel

- Describe any planned gas conditioning system to be used
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o PSD permitting requirements (additional)

- UTM coordinates of each stack or vent

• 2.3 Milestone Number 3

o General information

_ - UTM coordinates of plant
- Nearest town and county of state
- Ownership of site
- Date of start of construction

- Projected final completion date

- Maps and drawings showing location property

Show adjacent property and streets with identification

Topography of surrounding area

Show dimensions of nearby existing and proposed structures
Plant facilities

Ali emissions points

o Indirect heat exchangers

- Manufacturer and model number

- Maximum design heat input
- Steam produced at maximum design output

- Type and quantity of fuel to be consumed at maximum output
- Manufacturer and type of firing equipment

- Type of "burner" and orientation
- Atomization of fuel oil, if oil is used

- Type of draft
- Percent ash retained in furnace

- Percent carbon in ash

- Will fly ash be reinJected

- Coal supplier and source (seams)

- As received proximate analysis

- Maximum percent sulfur and ash

- BTU/gallon

- Annual fuel consumption in gallons
- Theoretical air required per unit of fuel at temperature, pressure,

and percent moisture
- Actual excess air required

- Operating schedule (hfs/day, days/week, weeks/year)
- Estimated emissions in Ib/hr grains/ACF @ °F and PSIA for:

" Particulates

SO2
N0x

- HC

CO

Any other pollutant (Tidd will help identify what if any other

pollutants qualify for listing)
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- Height and diameter of stack

- Total gas flow rate at temperature and pressure

o General

- Show on a drawing all spray system to be used for dust control on
these systems

- For each system supply type, amount and mix ratio of any chemical

suppressant used

- If water sprays, methods to be used to keep system operational

during freezing weather

- Drawings of all full or partial enclosures used to minimize fugitive
dust

- Length of haul roads (miles or feet) and surface type

- Maximum daily traffic by type on haul road (number and type of
vehicles)

- Equipment used in dust control

- Application frequency and-mount of chemical suppressants (if used)

in pounds or gallons per square yard of surface treated

- Schematic drawings and plot plan showing entire material handling

system with all components labeled

o Storage activities

- Identification of all storage bins, silos, piles, etc., and material
stored

- Typical moisture content (%) and average % passing 200 mesh

- Maximum annual throughout of storage point

- Maximum and average quantity of material in storage

- Maximum base area and height of stockpiles

- Dust control used if not a bin or full enclosure storage area

- Method of load-in and load-out from storage point

- Control methods used in load-in and load-out

- Planned start-up date for each material storage point

o Conveying and transfer activities
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- Type and length or height of conveyor or transfer point
- Type of material handled and nominal size
- Maximum tons per hour and tons per year handled
- Dust control used on each conveyor or transfer point

. - Planned start-up date for each conveyor and transfer point

o Crushing and screening

- Type of crusher or screen and material sized

- Maximum tons per hour and tons per year throughout

- Materlal sized from/to

- Typical moisture content as crushed

- Dust control used and stack or vent parameters

Height above grade

Dimensions of opening
Volumetric flow

Temperature

- Operating schedule (ht/day, days/week, weeks/year) and quarterly
percent operation

- Planned start-up date for each crusher or screen

o Plant roadways and parking area

- Miles of roadway by type of surface

- Square feet of parking area by type of surface

- Maximum and average vehicle traffic on each roadway by vehicle type
(miles and number of vehicles)

- Planned dust control measure for each surface type of roadway and
parking areas

- Planned start-up date for each area

o Other combustio11 sources

- Type and model of combustion source
- Type and amount of fuel to be burned

- Chemical analysis of proposed fuel including maximum percent ash and
sulfur

- Theoretical air (ACF/unit of fuel) at temperature and pr2ssure
- Pressure excess air

- Type and BTU rating of ali burners

- Maximum heat input (BTU/ht)

- Operating schedule (hours/day, days/week, weeks/year)

- Planned start-up date for each source

- Estimated emissions in Ib/hr at °F and PSIA for"

Particulates

SO2
NOx
HC
CO

Other regulated pollutants
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o Baghouses

- Manufacturer

- Total compartments and number normally on llne
- Gas flow rate to collector (ACFM @ temperature and pressure)

- Total cloth area, air to cloth ratio, type of cloth, and stabilized
DP

- Pollutants to be collected, design inlet and outlet loadings (ib/hr T

and grains/ACF) and guaranteed minimum collection efficiency
- Inlet particle size distribution by the following ranges (microns):

0-2 20 -30 >I00

2-4 30-40

4-6 40-50

6-8 50-60

8-i0 60- 70

10-12 70-80

12-16 80-90

16-20 90-100

- Fractional collection efficiencles at the following sizes (microns):
i, 3, 5 7, 9, 11, 14, 18, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75, 85, 95, >I00

- Description of the pollutant capture system including hood face

velocity and hood collection efficiency (if applicable)

- A drawing showing ductwork feeding the collector, size of ducts,

capacity and projected horsepower of air movers or fans

- Description of any inlet or outlet gas conditioning process used

- System used for disposal of collected material

- Planned start-up date for each baghouse

- Height and dimensions of vent

o Oil storage tanks

- Material to be stored and maximum capacity

- Type dimensions and shape of tank
- True vapor pressure of material

- Type of fill

- Vapor recovery system

- Planned start-up date for the tank

- Secondary containment

o Electrostatic precipitators "

- Manufacturer's name and model identification
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- Guaranteed minimum collection efficiency and outlet loading in

grains/ACF and ib/hr

- Gas rate to collector in ACFM at temperature and pressure,

. viscosity, density and percent moisture

- Inlet particulate loading

- Gas velocity through ESP and residence time

- Pressure drop across EEP

- Particulate to be collected, resistivity, specific gravity

- Value of drift velocity for a one micron particle (ft/sec)

- Theoretical efficiency equation used

- Inlet particle size distribution in the following micron size
ranges:

0-2 20-30 >100

2-4 30-40
4-6 40-50
6-8 50-60

8-10 60-70

10-12 70-80

12-16 80-90

16-20 90-100

- Collector fractional efficiency at the given particle size
(microns): I, 3, 5, 7, 9, Ii, 14, 18, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 76, 85,
95, >I00

- Type of collecting electrodes, number, vertical height, and total

active collecting surface

- Spacing of collectlng electrodes

- Number and type of tappers on collecting electrodes

- Time between raps of same tapper (seconds)

- Time for one complete rapping cycle (seconds)

" - Type of discharge electrodes, number, and effective length

Spacing in direction of gas flow

- Type and number of tappers on discharge electrodes

- Time between raps of same rapper (seconds)
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- Time for a complete rapping cycle (seconds)

- Number of fields

- Number of bus sections in total, in series, and in parallel

- Number of gas passages and cross-sectional area per gas passage
(ft.2)

- Impact on precipitator performance of the loss of one field

- Peak applied voltage

- Current density on wires (me/ft)

- Total power requirement (kw)

- Field strength/charging and collecting (kV/in)

- Sparking voltage and optimum spark rate (sparks/sec)

- Number of transformers and type of rectifier

- A curve showing collection efficiency vs. sulfur content for a

sulfur range of 0.4 to 5%

o PSD permitting requirements (additional)

- UTM coordinates of each stack or vent

- Top down BACT demonstration for the following pollutants:

Particulates Fluorides

NOx Beryllium

SO2 Mercury
PM- I0 H2SO, Mist

VOC 's H2S
Lead TRS

Arsenic Reduced Sulfur Compounds
Benzene Carbon Monoxide

- Any other pollutant EPA regulates prior to the permit filing date

o Information required to begin the solid waste permitting process

- Detailed geotechnical and hydrogeologlcal site investigation and

report (includes on-going groundwater monitoring well network)

- Quality assurance/quality control plans for construction and

operation

- Impact assessment on water courses, endangered species, wetlands,

historic sites, existing land uses, etc.
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- Naste characterization and leachate characterization (physical,

chemical, quantity)

- Detailed information on liner design, leachate collection,

• treatment, monitoring

- Detailed landfill design, sequencing, grading, waste placement,

overall size, life expectancy, etc.

- Detailed closure plan, post-closure care, monitoring, cost estimates

- Bonding financial assurance requirements

- Detailed discussion of auxiliary and peripheral systems required for

operation

- Run-on/run-off sediment control/treatment for 25 year 24 hour storm

- NPDES permit for leachate and run-off treatment facilities

o Information required to begin the NPDES permitting process

- Date wastewater discharges will commence

- Maximum unit/plant generation NH

- Plant drawing that include:

Property boundary

Location of all proposed intake and discharge structures

Location of all proposed treatment facilities
Location of all water bodies and water courses

- Wastewater flow diagram/water balance diagram

Sources, quantity, and quality of intake water
Continuous or intermittent flow (flow rates and times expected

to flow)

Cooling water (cooling tower blowdown)
Boiler feedwater

Process water

Wellwater

Sanitary wastewater

Coal pile/sorbent pile run-off

Rainfall, run-on/run-off, plant drainage (to be contained
" and treated on-slte)

Evaporation

Drift/other consumption
Sluice water

Ali other was_ewaters

As a result of all these activities what pollutants will be

added to each waste stream for each process (pH, TSS,

elemental pollutants, etc.)
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Outfalls to state water bodies

The addition of ammonia, cyanide, aluminum, arsenic,

beryllium, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury,

nickel, selenium, zinc, phenols, oil and grease, and
chlorine residual must be estimated. Minimum,

maximum and average discharge concentrations are

required.

- Wastewater treatment facilities

Drawing and discussion of treatment facility, auxiliaries
and back-up systems to ensure designed function

Size of each wastewater treatment facility (detention time)

Methods of wastewater collection (pipe size, sump size,
pump capacity, wastewaters collected)

Methods of treatment employed

Basin construction (liner type, thickness)

Outfall description, drawing (location [degrees, minutes,
seconds] size of outfalls to state water bodies)

Flow and volume, by season of receiving water bodies

Wastewater treatment additives:

Name of material

Name and address of manufacturer

Treatment feed concentration

Chemical composition
MSDS, if available

Bioassay data on all species (acute and chronic

exposure)

Description and location of environmental monitoring devices

To be tried into a municipal sewerage system, if p_ssible, if

not, a package treatment plant will be needed

Treatment plant size, location, and design capabilities

Outfall description, drawing
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Package

Number Description Type

EQ002 Supply generator step-up transformer(s) Material
L

EQ003 Supply induction motors - 575V and 4 kV Material

EQ007 Purchase DC batteries Material

EQ008 Supply high voltage circuit breakers Material

EQI00 Supply two generator circuit breakers; 20 kV Material

200 KA interrupting, and two ASD breakers;
20 kV, 1200 A, 20 KA

F. Electrical Systems En_ineerln_ DivSs_on

ES001 Supply motor control and valve control centers Material

ES002 Supply medium and low voltage switchgear Material

ESO03 Supply voltage regulating transformers Material

ES004 Supply motor starter assemblies Material

ES005 Purchase power cable Material

ES006 Purchase other cable and wiring (thermocouple, Material

fiber optic, PA system and communication cable)

ES007 Supply DC battery chargers (250 V and 125 V DC) Material

ES008 Purchase instrument cable Material

ESO09 Purchase lighting cable and wire Material

ES010 Supply non-segregated phase bus Material

ES011 Purchase control cable Material

ES012 Supply shall power, dry type transformers Material

ES013 Lighting fixtures (including emergency lighting) Material

ES014 Supply security systems Material

ES015 Supply public address system Material

ES016 Supply diesel generators Material

ES017 Supply high voltage instrument transformers Material
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Package

Number Description Tvoe

ES018 Transmission lines and structures Material

ES019 Supply shall horsepower, variable speed drives Material

ES020 Supply inverters Material

ES021 Substation relaying, instruments and control Material

ES022 Metering (includes AGC) Material

ES023 Plant electrical protective relays Material

ES024 Supply power resistors (including grounding and Material
DG test)

ES025 Supply (electrical) performance and maintenance Material
test instruments

ES026 Construction power facilities Material

ES027 Supply power switches, 13.8 kV vacuum switches, Material
120 V and 600 V ATS

ES028 Purchase surge arrestors Material

ESIO0 Pole line transformers Material

ESIOI Provide site power loop - 34.5 kV Area 06 Material

ES103 Low voltage power switches Material

G. Instrumentation & Controls Engineering Division '

ICO01 Plant operations computer Material

ICO02 Microprocessor-based distributed controls Material

systems (including operators interface)

IC003 Supply annunciation systems Material

IC004 Supply panels and cabinets (including main Material
control room panels, locals, instrument

stands, etc.)

IC005 Environmental monitoring system Material

ICO06 Process instruments, meters and controls, Material

transmitters, recorders, relays, switches,

etc. (generic items)
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Package

Number Description , ,TyPe

IC007 Programmable logic controllers Material

IC008 Plant operation process simulator Material

ICO09 Coal storage weighing Material

ICOl0 Sorbent silo weighing Material

lC011 Instrumentation and controls test equipment Material

for plant performance department

H. Mechanical Engineerin_ Divi@ion

MEO01A Engineer and design PFBC Island equipment Material

(combustor, gas turbine and other PFBC

Island equipment)

MEO01B Fabricate and deliver PFBC Island components Material

MEO02 PFBC Island spare parts Material

MEO03 Pre- fabricated critical piping (including Material
main steam, reheat steam and HPTX steam lines)

MEO04 Yard piping (excluding underground fire Material

protection)

MEO05 All other pre-fabricated aboveground piping Material

and embedded piping (2 1/2" and larger)

MEO06 Random length and bulk piping material (including Material

2" and under, instrument tubing, etc.)

ME007 Engineered pipe hangers and bulk hanger Material
material

MEO08 Control valves, motor operated valves and Material
all other non-manual valves

ME009 Manual valves Material

" MEOIO Miscellaneous piping specialties (traps, Material
strainers, filters, nozzles, etc.)

MEOI2 Shop fabricated tanks and vessels Material

MEOI3 Heat exchangers Material
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Package
Number Description , Type,

MEO14 Auxiliary boiler and accessories (includes Material
F.D. fan, fuel oil and fan regulating valves
and controls. Also included is mud drum heating
coil

ME015 Miscellaneous test and laboratory chemical Material

analysis equipment, instrument for plant

operations and coal analysis, water quality

monitoring instruments

ME016 Fire protection equipment (also includes Material

specialty strainers and valves)

ME018 Chemical cleaning services Service

ME020 Miscellaneous service engineers (including barge Service

stability studies, service engineers, for

inspections, installation and operation of

mechanical equipment and performance testing)

ME021 Balance of plant pumps and compressors Material

ME022 Condensate clean-up and pretreatlnent components Material

ME023 Steam turbine (main and feed pump) Material

ME024 Electrostatic precipitator/baghouse (including Material

inlet and outlet nozzles, electrical equipment,

controls, start-up services and engineering.
Price includes hopper area enclosure, equipment

lifting device, gas flow study, contract changes,

acceptance tests and spa

ME027 Furnish fly ash removal system to convey ash to Material
the ash transfer station

ME028 Furnish main and auxiliary steam condensers Materlal

I. Telecommunlcat_ons Engineering Diu_S_gD

TE001 Purchase PX system (telephones and cabling) Material .

TEO01L PX labor Labor

TEO02 Purchase communications equipment (radio Material

repeater stations, ampllflers/repeaters and

area paging stations)

TE002L Radio equipment installation labor Labor
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Package

Descrtptioq Type

TE003 Fiber optic (L.W.) system materials Material
I

TE003L Fiber optic (L.W.) system installation labor Labor

" 2. INDIRECT COSTS

A. AEPSC Home Off%ce Servlc_s

AE-001 AEPSC conceptual studies - engineering, design Expense

and construction (pre-award and Phase lA only)

ED-001 Engineering and design Expense

PS-O01 Project support services Expense

B. Site ConstructloD _soBBel

SA-001 Site accounting, stores and tlmekeeping Expense

SC-O01 Site construction management Expense

SL-001 Site civil lab Expense

SR-001 Site relay checkout Expense

SS-O01 Site start-up Expense

C. Miscellaneous AEPSC Expenses

OL-O01 Outside legal counsel - assist in licensing effort Expense
and in obtaining a certificate of convenience

OL-O02 Robinson & McElwee licensing assistance Expense

DE-013 Drawing and reproduction services Expense

EN-024 Environmental permit fees Expense

ME-025 Outside laboratory testing of coal/dolomite samples Service

D. Miscellaneous Construction Costs

OH-001 Land costs Expense

OH-002 Data processing support Expense
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Package

Number DescriDtioB Type

OH-O04 Taxes (state sales/use) Expense

OH-005 Equipment and material freight (paid directly Expense
to carrier)

CN014 Construction progress photos Service "

CN018 Temporary personnel services Service

CN020 Construction equipment rental and lease Expense

CN021 Construction supplies, tools and consumables Expense

PM502 Construction power and utilities Expense

E. OoeratinR Company Services

AP001 APCo services - electrical Expense

F. Pre-Oueration Costs

MPO01 Plant maintenance and operations equipment Material
and tooling

MPO02 Open stock supplies and exempt production Material
materials

SPOOl Pre-Op staffing Expense

PO001 Fuel consumption (coal and sorbent) Expense

PO002 Test generation credit Expense
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APPENDIX 5

SCOPE OF CONTRACTS

Listed below is the scope of work associated with the contracts as itemizedt

which were issued during the PFBC-001 plant study•

Item #i Cultural Resources Assessment

(Contractor: John Milner Associates)

Perform archaeological/historical resource assessment to include:

I.I Historic resources investigation of candidate PFBC plant
sites.

1.2 Archaeological resources investigation of candidate PFBC

plant sites.

1.3 Provide interim, draft and final cultural resources

reports.

Item #2 Air Quality Analyse_
(Contractor: Dames & Moore)

Conduct air quality screening modeling analyses for four

prospective PFBC power plant sites. Services include:

2.1 Modeling for SO2 and NO x.

2.2 Modeling based on one year of nearby meteorological data.

2.3 Determining if any other nearby sources should be included

in the analysis.

2.4 Provide written report to identify models and meteorologi-
cal data used, emission sources and model results.

Item #3 Groundwater/Sediment Sampling and Analysis

(Contractor: NUS Corporation)

3.1 Perform groundwater sampling and analyses at two candidate
PFBC sites.

3.2 Perform sediment sampling and analyses at the Sporn and
• Mountaineer sites.

3.3 Provide written and draft reports.
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Item #4 Socioeconomic Evaluations

(Contractor: West Virginia University Research Corporation)

4.1 Perform socioeconomic evaluations at the candidate PFBC

plant sites.

4.2 Provide written report with sufficient information to

permit AEPSC to perform viability rankings of the four
sites.

Item #5 Archaeological Survey

(Contractor: John Milner Associates)

Conduct Phase 1 archaeological survey of a PFBC plant study site
to include:

5.1 Field investigations.

5.2 Laboratory processing, analysis and cataloguing of
recovered artifacts.

5.3 Temporary storage and curation of recovered artifacts and

provisions for transporting same to an appropriate facility

as specified by AEPSC.

5.4 Preparing and submitting draft and final reports to AEPSC,

detailing methods and results of investigations.

Item #6 Conceptual Cost Estimate

(Contractor: Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation)

6.1 Prepare conceptual capital cost estimate for cost elements

and estimate work packages.

6.2 Perform supplemental conceptual engineering to support the
estimate.

6.3 Establish costs for elements not currently defined on

owner's conceptual drawings etc.

6.4 Prepare cash flows for each Estimate Work Package based on

the Project Milestone Schedule.

6.5 Identify material quantities, unit material costs, also
construction labor man-hours and rates.

6.6 Provide "Range of Estimate" worksheet to help AEPSC assess
risks and contingencies.

6.7 Prepare a turnkey man-hour estimate to reflect home office

engineering, design, procurement, management and support
service scope.
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Item #7 Profes$$onal Services Agreement

(Contractor: Edward J. Kearney)

7.1 Provide consultant services as mutually agreed upon between
, AEPSC and contractor.

Item #8 Mussel Surveys

(Contractor: ENSR Consulting and Engineering)

8.1 Perform mussel surveys at four sites in West Virginia.

8.2 Provide draft and final reports.

Item #9 EnRineerln_ Services

(Contractor: Sargent and Lundy)

9.1 Perform independent review of the standards and practices

of AEPSC Structural Design.
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APPENDIX 6

SCOPE OF WORK

J

The scope of work outlined below identifies the tasks associated with the

eleven areas (or facilities) of the plant and indicates the AEPSC

engineering disciplines responsible for executlngthem. Other support tasks "
which are not area-specific are included in Attachment 1 to this appendix.

Attachment 2 which details the specific systems associated with the areas

and Attachment 3 which details the commodities associated with the systems

are also included with this appendix.

1.0 AREA 1: MAIN POWER BLOCK

1.0.i Civil/Structural

o Provide foundations including excavation, backfill, c,_ncrete, rebar,

anchor bolts, embedded mechanical and electrical items, grounding
grid, etc. for:

- Piling, Caissons, Sheet Piling, if required
- Combined concrete mat at elevation 80'-0" for main power block

- East, west, north and south walls up to grade
- Combustor Pedestal

- Gas Turbine Pedestal

- Steam Turbine Pedestal

o Provide structural steel, bracing, steel decking, grating, stairs,
ladders, handrails, treads, roof trusses, floor framing, etc., for the

following areas within the main building:

- Combustor Building
- Gas Turbine

- Steam Turbine

- Economizer

- Prepared Sorbent Hoppers

- Coal Water Paste Hoppers

- Electrical Battery Room

- Condensate Clean-up, Compressors and Coolers Bay

o Provide elevated slabs within main building including concrete, rebar

and anchor bolts where required.

o Provide miscellaneous equipment pad including concrete, rebar and

anchor bolts where required.

o Protective coatings and painting new buildings as required.

o Provide raw sorbent steel storage silos with a total capacity of 2,200

ton in the preparation building.
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o Provide a central preparation building that will house the two sorbent

preparation systems complete with steel frame, roof deck, insulation,
rubber roof, door/hardware, steel siding, elevator, elevator tower,

block enclosure, sanitary facilities, and HVAC and electrical

, equipment room.

o Provide a central preparation building that will house the three coal

. crushing systems complete with steel frame, roof deck, insulation,
rubber roof, door/hardware, steel siding, elevator, elevator tower,

block enclosure, sanitary facilities and HVAC and control room.

1.0.2 Mechanical Systems

o PFBC Island (MED) - The PFBC Island will be supplied by the PFBC

vendor. The systems are specified in Specification SPO-ME-102 and a
proposal from the PFBC vendor.

The PFBC system will be designed to provide 874MW(rh) and provide steam

to the steam cycle and gas to the gas cycle.

A list of the PFBC Island systems follows:

AB NO. DESCRIPTION

System 211 Combustor Vessel

System 222 Boiler

System 225 Boiler Feedwater Injection

System 231 Gas Cleaning

System 235 Combustor Depressurization

System 252 Bed Preheating

System 262 Coal Preparation

System 266 Coal Injection

System 268 Sorbent Injection

System 271 Cyclone Ash Removal

System 272 Bed Ash Removal

System 274 Bed Ash Reinjection

System 310 Gas Turbine

System 317 Generator

System 318 Gen. Excitor and Adjustable Speed Drive

System 321 Gas Turbine Air Intake

System 323 Gas Turbine Intercept and Bypas& Valves

System 324 Crossover Pipe

System 325 Gas Turbine Exhaust

System 327 Economizer

System 340 Gas Turbine Lubrication

• System 350 Gas Turbine Control Fluid

System 370 Gas Turbine Cleaning

System 531 Instrumentation

System 741 Boiler Ventilation

" System 749 Combustor Cooldown

System 755 Nitrogen

System 758 Process Air
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o Provide (as part of AB's scope) bed ash removal system to depres-

surize and cool the bed ash to a transfer station for transporting the
bed ash to the bed ash silos.

o Provide (as part of AB's scope) cyclone ash removal system to
depressurlze and cool the cyclone ash, to a transfer station for
transporting the cyclone ash to the silos.

o PFBC BOP (MED) - System Process Sketches and equipment lists provide
basellne design for the Balance of Plant (BOP) systems.

The System Process Sketches (SPS) are simplified flow diagrams that

identify the AEP scope of supply for the balance of plant systems. The
SPS are developed in conjunction with the System Design Basis document
which delineates"

- System Function and Description
- New Equipment

- Reference Drawings

- Assumptions
- Options and Alternatives

- Sizing Calculation

The balance of plant systems design basis documents include the
following systems"

AB NO. DESCRIPTION
System 225 Boiler Circulatlon

System 421 Main/Reheat Steam

System 422 Steam Turbine Bypass and Flash Tank
System 423 Bleed Steam

System 424 Steam Seals

System 425 L.P. Heater Drains and Vents
System 426 H.P. Heater Drains and Vents

System 427 Drip Piping

System 428 Auxiliary Steam
System 462 Condensate

System 463 Feedwater

System 466 Condensate Cleanup

System 467 Chemical Storage Tanks

System 477 Cycle Sampling F.D.

System 712 River Water Makeup

System 713 Circulating Water

System 715 Closed Cycle Coollng

System 731 Pretreatment Clean-up
System 735 Circulating Water Chlorinatlon F.D.

System 738 Chemical Feed System F.D.

System 739 Chemical Cleaning F.D.
System 747 Dust Collection

System 751 Compressed Air

System 763 Plant Steam Heating

System 767 Station Drainage and Waste Water
System 771 Fuel 011 System
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System 862 Fire Protection

System 863 Fire Protection Well Water Supply

System 866 Fire Protection Gas Systems

o PFBC BOP (CED) - Provide the following for the main power block area:

- Elevators
- Cranes and Hoists

- Two coal/water mixing systems, 150 TPH each, each consisting of a

belt weigh feeder and a mixer.

- A 320-ton capacity Coal/Water Paste (CWP) storage tank with agita-
tors.

- Four CWP pumps with piping to pump the CWP from the storage tanks
to the CWP tanks located in the combustor building.

- A pumpability test system for each mixer, sample take off, and

rejected CWP dumping and disposal system.

o A fuel preparation system to be provided by CED consisting of:

- Six raw coal storage silos, each 900-ton capacity.

- Slide gates at the six outlets of the six storage silos.

- Three crushlng/screening systems, 75 TPH each, includlng six

vibratory feeders, one for each silo. Two silos will feed one

crushing/screening system.

- Two separate conveying systems (consisting of conventional and

flexowall conveyors) that will collect and finally deliver the

crushed coal into the crusher over the weigh feeder hoppers. (This

requirement will depend on the layout.)

- Two crushed coal hoppers each with a capacity of 5-tons and one
outlet.

- An oversize recirculation system that will collect the oversize from

any of the crushing/screenlng system and deliver back into the

storage silos.

- An "as-fired" coal sampling system.

1.0.3 Electrical Systems

Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs

• of the facilities, and provide for the special utilization equipment
installed in the Main Power Block.
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For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the Main Power

block is defined as including or incorporating the followlng sub-
areas:

o Combustor Building Y

- Combustor Vessel

- Sorbent Storage, Preparation, and Injection
- Coal Storage, Preparation, and Injection •
- Ash Removal:

Bed Ash

Cyclone Ash

o Gas Turbine Generator Building

o Steam Turbine Generator Building

- Condensers

o Water/Chemical Treatment

o Heater Bays

- Deaerator

o Transformer Decks

- Generator Step-Up Transformer

- Unit Auxiliary Transformers

- Reserve Auxiliary Transformer

- Auxilary System Grounding Eesistors

- Generator Variable Speed Drive and Auxiliaries
- Generator Circuit Breakers

o Central Swltchgear Room

- Swltchgear Room

- Main Battery Room

o Diesel Generator Facility

- Diesel Generators

- Diesel Generator Switchgear Rooms
- Diesel Generator Test Resistor

P
o Coal/Sorbent Preparation Building

o Control Room Building
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o Maintenance Building

- Machine Shop
- Tool Room

- Store Room
- Offices

- Library/Print Room
- Shower/Locker Roomsi

o Service Building

- Central Communications Room

- Electrical/Mechanical Equipment Rooms
- General Offices

- Library/Print Room

- Medical/First Aid Room

- Shower/Locker Rooms
- Cafeteria

- Laboratories

o Condensate Storage

- Clean Condensate Storage Tank

- Contaminated Condensate Storage Tank
- Water Treatment Chemical Storage Tanks

The following electrical systems and/or equipment items, unless other-
wise noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the

facilities and sub-facillties within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTE) Provide medium voltage swltchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including

medium voltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES & MTE) Provide low voltage switchgear to supply power to major

motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including low

voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply

power to medium voltage motors.

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

I low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to heating and

lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. Valve Control Centers (VCC's) to supply power

D.C. powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency

equipment.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.
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- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.

- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to
supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractional horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles and other small power loads.

- (PEE) Provide nominal 125 volt D.C. batteries to supply control s

voltage for protective relay and control systems, alarm systems,

switchgear, UPS system and other devices requiring secure energy
supply.

- (PES) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 125 volt, D.C. battery charger for float

charging of battery.

- (PES) Provide nominal 120 volt A.C., UPS systems to supply control

voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other devices

requiring an uninterruptable A.C. power supply.

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system alternate A.C.

input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply

local area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets, to supply local

area control system, and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxili-

ary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults and/or

other abnormalities associated with electrical power supply and
utilization devices.

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each "of the

power, control, instrument, lighting and communication cable systems

used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment w

- (PEE) Provide 4 kV induction motors for driving auxiliary equipment

in the plant.

- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.
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- (DE) Provide general building (indoor and outdoor) lighting and area

lighting (including battery-operated lighting), roadway lighting and

any specialty lighting as required.

1 o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of

all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnections to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to

furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,
recorders or display devices, and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and

integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch

systems.

In addition to the above generally required at all facilities, the

followlng special Electrical systems, or Electrical system equipment,
will be required at the main power block area.

o Generators and Associated Systems and Equipment

- (PEE) Provide one steam turblne-driven generator, rated approxi-

mately 300 MVA, 18 kV, 3600 RPM.

- (PEE) Provide one gas turblne-driven generator, rated approximately

95 MVA, 18 kV, 3600 RPM. (In start-up, this machine operates as a
motor, rated 4 MW, 18 kV, 1200 RPM.)

- (PEE) The generator auxiliary systems, including the following

specifically identified systems, are incorporated into the gener-

ator scope of supply:

- Generator Excitation System

- Generator Stator and Rotor Cooling Systems
J

- (PES) For each generator provide generator neutral grounding system,

composed of grounding transformer, transformer disconnect switch,

neutral grounding resistor, generator grounding transformer/resistor
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enclosure, and cable and conduit for connecting between components
of the generator grounding system.

- (MTE) Provide generator circuit breakers.
I

- (MTE) Provide isolation transformers for adjustable speed drive
system.

#

- (PEE) ProVide one adjustable speed drive system to supply 4 MW to
the synchronous machine during start-up (running as a motor).

- (SM) Provide main generator metering equipment for automatic
generation control (ACC), load frequency control (LFC), and econo-
mic dispatch.

- (SM) Provide auxiliary load metering equipment for AGC, LFC, and

economic dispatch.

- (SM) Provide net generation and auxiliary load totalizing equip-
ment.

- (SM) Provide remote terminal unit (RTU) to telemeter plant output
information to the System Control Center in Columbus and provide for
ACC of unit.

- (SM) Provide metering inputs to the integrated unit control system

(ICS), plant operations computer (POPS), general plant instrumen-
tation, or other systems, as required.

- (DITE) Provide 1 - 138 kV/15 kV, 450 MVA generator step-up trans-
former and associated equipment.

- (DITE) Provide 1 spare - 138 kV/15 kV, 400 DiVA generator step-up
trans former.

- (ESP) Provide high side structure and bus work for the GSU trans-
former deck.

- (MTE) Provide 2 unit auxiliary transformers.

- (MTE) Provide 1 spare Unit Auxiliary Transformers.

- (MTE) Provide Reserve Auxiliary Transformer.

- (MTE) Provide 1 spare Reserve Auxiliary Transformer. t

- (PES) Provide dual, fully redundant. Diesel Generator systems for

emergency combustor cooling systems and other emergency shut down

systems.
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- (PES) Provide Diesel Generator Test Resistor.

- (SM) Provide gas turbine generator metering equipment for AGC, LFC
and economic dispatch.

o Plant Communications

- (TCE) Provide central telephone switching station w/on and off site
" intercommunications.

- (TCE) Provide central radio amplifler/repeater station for site wide

spare radio communications.

- (TCE) Provide portable battery operated, rechargeable, radio

transmitter/recelver units for site wide space radio communi-
cations.

- (TCE) Provide area paging system.

1.0.4 Instrumentat_oB _ Control Systems

l&C Engineering will provide a mlcroprocessor-based distributed control
system (DCS) for this area. This control system will utilize proven

technology with an emphasis on reliability and maintainability. The
operator interface for this area will be developed to emphasize the

traditional AEP philosophy of allowing extensive operator interaction with
the unit control.

The new main control room operator interface will consist of multiple CRT,

multiple screen control stations, and traditional vertical control panels.

The primary CRT control station will be located in a console situated in a

location central to the control panels. Satellite CRT control stations will

be located in the control panels to provide status and control information

needed by the operator working at these panels.

Process simulation will be provided for this area. This will include logic,

software, and supporting hardware that would be needed to simulate the
operation of equipment and process control loops in this area. The primary

function of the process simulator will be to provide operator training.

A new distributed annunciator system will be provided for the maid power

block. The communications standard provided with this system will be

compatible with the communications standard for the distributed control

system. Alarm information provided by the annunciator will be displayed on
CRT's located at the primary and satellite control stations.

Local panels, cabinets, and instrument stands complete with required
controls and instruments will be supplied to provide necessary local

• equipment control.

The PFBC-O01 unit will have a Plant Operation Computer (POC). The POC is a

central facility that provides plant operators and engineers with data on

the plant conditions to facilitate safe and efficient operation of the
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plant. The POC is not required to operate the plant. The POC acquires data

from various plant sub-systems and presents analyses and stores that data.

The main objectives of the POC are to:

$

- bring abnormal or inefficient conditions to the operators attention;

- assist the operator in identifying the cause of equipment failures (both
past and present);

- allow the engineer to study current plant operating parameters and
compare them with design criteria;

- assist plant personnel in performing timely unit start-up and shutdown.

2.0 AREA 2: SORBENT STORAGE AND HANDLING

2.0.1 Civil/Structural

o Provide the following for the sorbent handling area.

- Earthwork for the sorbent storage area that will store 90 days of
sorbent, 123,000 tons, based on design sorbent consumption rate of
57 tons/hour.

- Excavation, piling and backfill, foundations for the conveyors,
equipment, etc.

- Transfer station steel, conveyors and feeder steel, chutes and
miscellaneous steels.

- Electrlcal building consisting of 12" load bearing block wall, steel
joists, roof deck, insulation, rubber roof, doors/hardware,

fireproof transformer compartments, explosion proof battery room,
control room, and HVAC.

- Protective coatings and painting for equipment and structures.

- A sorbent dock to unload sorbent from barges and pzovid_ room for

storage of full and empty barges.

- Dredging as required.

- Sorbent reclaim tunnel.

- Excavating fill dike construction and pond construction including
discharge structures.

2.0.2 Mechanical Systems

o (CED) provide the following for the sorbent unloading, handling,
storing, reclaiming and delivery systems:
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- An unloader to unload sorbent from barges.

- A 900 TPH belt conveying system with radial stacker to transport

, sorbent, I"(-) or 2"(-) in size, to stockpile.

- A reclaim system to reclaim sorbent via four hoppers to a transfer
station equipped with a scalping screen, crusher and a sampling

system.

- A conveyor system that will transport the sorbent from the crusher

station to the silos in the central preparation complex.

- Mobile equipment consisting of a rubber-tired dozer and a front-
end loader.

- Two, each 60 TPH, capacity sorbent crushing, drying and handling

systems. The systems will be located in the central preparation

co_plex and designed on the same basis as Tidd PFBC, receiving I"(_)

sorbent and crushing to the size consist 1/8" nominal as specified
for Tidd. The handling conveyor will be totally enclosed and

provided with ventilation, fire protection, service water, air, and

sampling points.

- A conveying system with 100% redundancy that will fill the four

prepared sorbent storage silos, with a total capacity of 1,200 tons

located in the preparation building.

o Provide a sorbent pile run-off system for collection and disposal of
sorbent run-off.

o (MED) provide the necessary utility services; alr, fugitive dust

control, fire protection, water, cooling water, etc. for equipment

within the sorbent preparation building and the unloading station,

which includes the following systems:

AB NO, DESCRIPTION

System 715 Closed Cycle Coollng

System 747 Du_t Collection

System 751 Compressed Air

System 763 Plant Steam Heating

System 767 Station Drainage and Waste Water

System 771 Fuel 011 System

System 862 Fire Protectlon

System 866 Fire Protection Gas Systems

2.0.3 Electrical Systems

• Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs of

the facilities, and provide for the special utilization equipment installed

in the sorbent storage preparation and handling area.
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For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the sorbent storage

and handling area is defined as including or incorporating the following
sub- areas :

o Barge Unloader

- Electrical Equipment Room
- Unloader

- River Cells

o Station 2/3/4

- Electrlcal Equipment Building
- Radial Stacker

- Reclaim Tunnel and Reclaim Conveyors

o Storage Pile

o Run-Off Pond

The following electrlcal systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise

noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facilities and

sub-facillties within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTr) Provide medium voltage swltchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including

medium voltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES & MTr) Provide low voltage swltchgear to supply power to major

motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including low

voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply

power to medium voltage motors.

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to heating and

lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. valve control centers (VCC's) to supply D.C.

powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency equipment.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.

- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractional horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.
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- (PEE) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C., 250 amp. hour battery to

supply control voltage for protective relay and control systems,

alarm systems, switchgear, UPS system, and other devices requiring

• secure energy supply.

- (PES) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 125 volt, 25 ampere, D.C. battery charger

for float charging of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 120 volt A.C., 25 KW UPS system to supply

control voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other

devices requiring an unlnterruptable A. C. power supply.

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system alternate A.C.
input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply
local area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area control system and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxil-

iary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults

and/or other abnormalities associated with electrical power supply
and utilization devices.

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting and communication cable systems

used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment

- (PEE) Provide 4 kV induction motors for driving auxiliary equipment
in the plant.

- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

- (DE) Provide general building and area lighting (including battery-

operated lighting), roadway lighting, and any specialty lighting as

required.

o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.
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- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of
all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all meta111c building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnectlons to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM)Provide instrument transformers and secondary meterlng devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to
furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders or display devices, and for telemetering such plant

• _uxiliary load informat_on'to the main control room for display and

"- • ' integration lhto %he POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch

systems.

2.0.4 Instrumentation & Control Systems

I&C Engineering will provide a dedicated mlcroprocessor-based distributed

control system for the sorbent handling area. This control system will

utilize proven technology with an emphasis on reliability and
maintainability. A CRT control operator interface will emph_slze extensive

operator interaction with the control of the sorbent handli**g operations.

o A manned control station will be located In the sorbent barge unloader

operator's cab. The operator at this station will control sorbent

material handling equipment from the unloading of sorbent to stock-
out at the sorbent pile. This control station will contain the fol-

lowing equipment:

- A control console which will be the unloader operator's interface

to the sorbent handling distributed control system (DCS) for control

of the sorbent barge unloader.

- A vertical control panel which will be the operator interface to

this DCS for control of material handling equipment from the sorbent

barge unloader to stock-out.

- An annunciator window box unit to signal alarms for equipment
controlled from this area. ,

o An electrical equipment room located on the sorbent barge unloader

complex will house the following controls:

- DCS remote I/O panel for sorbent unloading and handling equipment

controlled from the barge unloader. The sorbent handling DCS logic

processor will be located in the Station $2 control room.
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- Annunciator equipment to support the window box display in the

operator's cab. The data communications standard for the annun-

ciator system will be compatible with that of the main power block
DCS.

q

- Fire protection programmable logic controller (PLC) remote I/O panel
for this area.

- Fire protection cabinet for the barge unloader area.

- Miscellaneous equipment required to provide the data com_munications
interface described earlier in this section.

o A manned control room for sorbent handling operations will be located

in the Station $2 control room. An operator at this location will

control all sorbent handling equipment from sorbent reclaim to the

sorbent storage silo. The following control equipment will be located
in this control room:

- A multiple CRT, multiple screen control station which will be the

normal operator interface to the sorbent handling area DCS.

- Sorbent handling DCS equipment including the logic processor and

local I/O. The data communication standard for this equipment will

be compatible with that of the main power block DCS.

- Vertical control panels which will contain sufficient controls and
information to permit the operator to control sorbent reclaim

operation if the CRT control station is out of service.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.

- Fire protection programmable logic controller I/O panel for this
area.

- Sorbent reclaim area annunciator equipment which includes the

microprocessor unit, alarm display CRT and windowbox unit. The data
communications standard for the annunciator system will be

compatible with that of the main power block DCS.

- Miscellaneous equipment required to provide the data communication
interfaces described earlier in this section.

- The main control room operator will control sorbent handling

equipment from the I,i00 ton storage silo to its injection into the
combustor.

- Local panels, cabinets and instrument stands complete with required

• controls and instruments will be supplied to provide necessary local
control.

- Finally, local DCS I/0 panels will be located at sorbent handling
station $2 and elsewhere if they are economically justified.
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- Controls arrangement sketch identifies the major controls equipment
and interconnections for this area.

t

3.0 AREA 3: COAL STORAGE AND HANDLING

3.0.1 Civil/S_ru_tural

o Provide the following for the coal unloading, storage and handling
area:

- Excavation, piling, and backfill foundations for the dock cells,

conveyors, stations, and equipment, concrete reclaim tunnel reject
pads, etc.

- Station C1 - consisting of coal unloading cell with access bridge.

- Coal dock - consisting of full and empty barge storage areas.

- Dredging as required.

- Conveyors C12, C2, C23, C34, C45, C56, and C6 - consisting of steel,

enclosure, supports.

- Stations C2 and C3 - consisting of steel frame, roof deck, rubber

roof, steel siding, doors/hardware and stair tower.

- Electrical Building P2 with control room consisting of 12" load

bearing block, steel Joists, roof deck, insulation, rubber roof and

doors/hardware.

- Station C4 - reclaim hoppers and feeders.

- Station C5 - consisting of steel frame, roof deck.

- Electrlcal building consisting of 12" load bearing block wall, steel
joists, roof deck, insulation, rubber roof, doors/hardware, fire-

proof transformer compartments and HVAC.

- Station C6 in central preparation complex consisting of steel frame,

roof deck, rubber roof, steel siding, doors/hardware, stair tower
(block wall enclosure), HVAC and toilet (water and sewer).

- Electrical building consisting of 12" load bearing block walls,
#

steel joists, roof deck, insulati0n, rubber roof, doors/hardware,

fireproof transformer compartments, battery room (explosion proof)
and HVAC.

- Coal storage area capable of storing 90 days of consumption based

on design coal use rate of 150 TPH at full load.

- Protective coating and painting where required.
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- Coal handling service building, refueling shed, tractor storage

shed, and tractor washing facility, ali common to both coal and

sorbent, consisting of steel frame, block wainscot, roof decking,

. insulation, rubber roof, doors, hardware steel siding and HVAC.

3.0.2 Mechanical Systems

o (CED) provide the following mechanical systems for the coal un-

loading, handling, storing, reclaiming and delivery system:

- A crushing station, C2, in the event barge coal over 2" size is

received. The station will also locate a scalper screen, a magnet,

a surge hopper, a sampling system and a test weigh bln system.

- A transfer station C3.

- An underground reclaiming station, C4, with four reclalm feeders.

- A transfer station C5 that will transfer coal from the reclaim

conveyor C34 to C45, and will house an "as-flred" sampling system,

crushing and screening facilities, a magnet, a metal detector and

the reject handling system.

- Totally enclosed belt conveyors C12, C2, C45, C56, C6, and a radial
stacker C34.

- Necessary mobile equipment consisting of two rubber-tlred dozers,

one vibratory compactor, and a water spray truck.

- Dust collection systems at each station.

o (MED) provide the necessary utility services for compressed air, fire

protection, fugitive dust control service water, and other utilities

within coal stations, electrical building, and control room, which

includes the followlng systems:

AB NO, DESCRIPTION

System 747 Dust Collection

System 751 Compressed Air

System 767 Station Drainage and Waste Water

System 862 Fire Protection

3.0.3 Electrical Systems

Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs of

the facilities; and provide fort he special utilization equipment installed

in the coal storage, preparation and handling area facilities.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the coal storage

preparation and handling area is defined as including, or incorporating, the

following sub-areas:
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o Station 1

o Barge Unloader

- Electrical Equipment Room
- River Cells

o Station 2/3/4

- Electrical Equipment Building
- Radial Stacker

- Reclalm Tunnel

o Station 5

- Electrical Equipment Building
- Transfer Station

o Storage Piles

o Storage Pile Run-Off Pond

The following electrical systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise
noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facilities and

sub-facilities within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTE) Provide medium voltage switchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including
medium voltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES &MTE) Provide low voltage switchgear to supply power to major

motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including low
voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply
power to medium voltage motors.

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to h_atlng and
lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. valve control centers (VCC's) to supply D.C.

powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency equipment.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-
formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-
formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.
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- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractional horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.

- - (PEr) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C., 250 amp. hour battery to

supply control voltage for protective relay and control systems,

alarm systems, swltchgear, UPS system and other devices requiring
secure energy supply.

- (PES) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 125 volt, 25 ampere, D.C. battery charger
for float charging of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 120 volt A.C., 25 KW UPS system to supply
control voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other

devices requiring an uninterruptable A.C. power supply.

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system alternate A.C.

input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply
local area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles, and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area control system and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxil-

iary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults

and/or other abnormalities associated with electrlcal power supply
and utilization devices.

- (PEr) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the devices Installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable

systems used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment

- (PEr) Provide 4 kV induction motors for driving auxiliary equipment
in the plant.

- (PRE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

" - (DE) Provide general building and area lighting (including battery-

operated lighting), roadway lighting, and any specialty lighting as

required.
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o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required. .

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-
tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of

all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnectlons to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to

furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders, or display devices; and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and

integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch

system.

3.0.4 ]nstrumentatlon & Control Systems

I&C Engineering will provide a dedicated mlcroprocessor-based distributed

control system (DCS) for this area. This control system will utilize proven

technology with an emphasis on reliability and maintainability. The
operator interface for this area will emphasize the traditional AEP

philosophy of allowing extensive operator interaction with the control of

the coal handling operations.

o A manned control station will be located in the coal barge unloader

operator's cab. The operator at this station will control coal

unloading equipment from the unloading of coal to stock-out at the

coal pile. This control station will contain the following equipment.

- A control console which will be the unloader operator'_ interface

to the coal handling distributed control system (DCS) for control

of the barge unloader.

-A vertical control panel which will be the operator interface to

this DCS for control of material handling equipment from the coal

barge unloader to stock-out.

- An annunciator window box unit to signal alarms for equipment
controlled from this area.

o An electrical equipment room located on the coal barge unloader

complex will house the following controls equipment:
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- DCS remote I/O panel for coal unloading and handling equipment

controlled from the barge unloader. The coal handling DCS logic

processor for control of this equipment will be located in the
Station C2 control room.

4

- Annunciator equipment to support the window box display in the

operators cab. The data communications standard for the annunciator

system will be compatible with that of the main power block DCS.

- Fire protection programmable logic controller (PLC) remote I/O panel
for this area.

- Fire protection cabinet for the barge unloader area.

- Miscellaneous equipment required to provide the data communications
interface described earlier in this section.

o A manned common control room for coal handling operations will be

located in the Station C2 control room. An operator at this location

will control all coalhandling equipment from the coal reclaim feeders

to the coal silos. The following control equipment will be located in
the control room:

- A multiple CRT, multiple screen control station will be the normal

operator interface to the coal handling area DCS.

- Coal handling DCS equipment including the logic processor and local
I/O. The data communications standard for this equipment will be

compatible with that of the main power block DCS.

- Vertical control panels which will contain sufficient controls and

information to permit the operator to control coal handling, if the
CRT control station is out of service.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.

- Fire protection programmable logic controller (PLC) remote I/O panel
for this area.

- Coal reclaim annunciator equipment which includes the micro-

processor unit, alarm displ_y CRT and window box. Data communica-

tion standard for the annunciator system will be compatible with

that of the main power block DCS.

- Miscellaneous equipment required to provide the data communication
interfaces described earlier in this section.

o Local panels, cabinets and instrument stands complete with required
controls and instruments will be supplied to provide necessary local

control of equipment.

o Local DCS I/O panels will be located at the Central Preparation

Complex and elsewhere if they are economically justified.
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o Controls arrangement sketches identify the major controls equipment
location and interconnectlons for this area.

J
4.0 AREA 4: ASH HANDLING AND STORAGE

4.0.1 Civil/Structural

o Provide the followlng for the ash handllng and storage area:

- Two cyclone ash storage silos, each with a 40-hour storage capacity

of 1,700 tons (net, nominal). The 36-foot diameter steel storage
silos will be mounted on a common support structure and will include

a stalrtower, an elevator, a manbooth and an attached blower
enclosure.

- Two bed ash storage silos, each with a 40-hour storage capacity of
1,700 tons (net, nomlnal). The 32-foot diameter steel storage silos
will be mounted on a common support structure and will include a

stalrtower and an elevator. A control booth consisting of steel
frame, roof deck, insulation, rubber roof, block walls, windows
door/hardware and HVAC.

- Excavation, pillng, backfill and foundations for the cyclone ash/fly
ash and bed ash transfer bin stations and facility, to include drain
trenches and sumps as required.

- One cyclone ash/fly ash transfer bin with 12-hour storage capacity
of 515 tons. The 28-foot diameter steel storage bin will be mounted

on a common support structure with the bed ash transfer bin, and
will include a common stalrtower.

- One bed ash transfer bin with 12-hour storage capacity of 515 tons.
The 28-foot diameter steel storage bin will be mounted on a common

support structure with the cyclone ash/fly ash transfer bin.

- Protective coating and painting where required.

- A bed and cyclone ash electrical equipment buildlng consisting of
12" bearing block walls, steel Joists, roof decking, insulation,

rubber roof, doors/hardware, fireproof transformer compartments,
explosion proof battery room and HVAC.

- Construction of access roads.

4.0'.2 Mechanlcal Systems

(MED) provide the following mechanical systems for the ash handling and
storage area"

o Provide ash removal system to transport fly ash from ESP to cyclone

ash silos. Note, the typical limitation for a vacuum fly ash removal
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system is 700 feet of conveying distance. Beyond that, a
vacuum/pressure system or pressure system is required. Based on the
current layout with the ash silos on the other side of the road

(approximately 1,300 feet), an evaluation will be required whether

the fly ash should be transported via:

- A pressure system to the silos

- A vacuum/pressure system to the silos

- A vacuum system to the cyclone ash removal transfer station, so that

the fly ash can be transported to the silos with the cyclone ash.

o Compressed air, service water, fire protection and other utility

services as required, which includes the following systems:

AB NO .... DESCRIPTION

System 712 River Water Make-Up

System 751 Compressed Air

System 767 Station Drainage and Waste Water

System 862 Fire Protection

o (CED) provide the following mechanical systems for the ash handling
areas"

- Evaluate (giving detailed design) whether a pneumatic system should

be used to transport the cyclone, bed, and fly ash from the transfer
stations to the silos.

- Cyclone ash handling equipment consisting of four rotary unloaders,

two dry unloaders, and a fluidizlng air system that will unload

cyclone ash from the storage silos into trucks for disposal or sales

purposes.

- Bed ash handling equipment consisting of two vibrating bin

activators, knife gates, and rolling blade discharge gates that will

unload bed ash from the storage silos into trucks for disposal or

sales purposes.

- A water spray curtain system and truck wash station at ee=h silo to

control fugitive dusting during the truck loading and hauling of

cyclone ash and bed ash.

- A conveying system consisting of seven belt conveyors to transport

bed ash and cyclone ash from the ash transfer bins to the ash silos.

- Dust suppression systems for the cyclone ash handling and bed ash

handling system.

- Cyclone ash/fly ash transfer equipment consisting of vibrating bin

activator, rotary feeder, two-way diverter gate, and level

instrumentation to receive cyclone ash and fly ash from the cyclone
e
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ash pneumatic removal system and fly ash pneumatic removal system

and to discharge it onto the cyclone ash belt conveyor CA-I.

- Bed ash transfer equipment consisting of vibrating bin activator,

two-way diverter gate, and level instrumentation to receive ash from j

the bed ash pneumatic removal system and to discharge it onto the

bed ash belt conveyor BA-I.

4.0.3 Electrical Systems

Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs of

the facilities, and provide for the special utilization equipment installed

in the ash handling and storage area.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the ash handling and

storage area is defined as including or incorporating the following sub-
areas:

o Transfer Stations (2)

o Ash Handling Complex

- Electrical Equipment Building
- Blower Building

- Bed Ash Silo Building

- Fly Ash/Cyclone Ash Silo Building

- Truck Wash Building
- Truck Scales

The following electrical systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise

noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facilities and

sub-facilities within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTE) Provide medium voltage switchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including

medium voltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES & MTE) Provide low voltage switchgear to supply powor to major
motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including low

voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply
power to medium voltage motors.

a

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to heating and

lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. valve control centers (VCC's) to supply D.C.

powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency equipment.
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- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

. formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.

- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractlonal horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.

- (PEE) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C., 250 amp. hour battery to

supply control voltage for protective relay and control systems,

alarm systems, switchgear, UPS system, and other devices requiring

secure energy supply.

- (PES) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 125 volt, 25 ampere, D.C. battery charger

for float charging of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 120 volt A.C., 25 KW UPS system to supply

control voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other

devices requiring an uninterruptable A.C. power supply.

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system alternate A.C.

input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply

local area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles, and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area control system and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxi-

liary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults

and/or other abnormalities associated with electrical power supply
and utilization devices.

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, an_ communi-
cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable

systems used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment

" - (PEE) Provide 4 kV iDduction motors for driving auxiliary equipment

in the plant.

- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.
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- (DE) Provide general building and area lighting (including battery-

operated lighting), roadway lighting, and any specialty lighting as
required.

o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of
all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metal_ic building structural members.
Provide necessary interconnections to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to

furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders, or display devices; and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and

integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch
systems.

4.0.4 Instrumentation & Control Systems

l&C Engineering will provide a mlcroprocessor-based distributed control

system (DCS) for this area which will utilize proven technology with an

emphasis on reliability and maintainability. This control system will be

developed with an emphasis on the traditlonal AEP philosophy of allowing

extensive operator interaction with the ash handling control.

o The main control room operator will control equipment necessary to

deliver ash to the bottom ash silos and to the cyclone ash silos.

Unloading of these ash silos will be controlled locally.

o An electrical equipment room will be located in the ash handling

facility. This room will house the following controls:

- DCS equipment for this area which includes redundant logic
processors, local I/O and interposing relays; the bed ash and

cyclone ash removal equipment will be controlled from the main

control room; the data communications standard for this equipment

will be compatible with that of the main power block DCS.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.
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- Fire protection programmable logic controller I/0 panel for this
area.

o Local panels, cabinets and instrument stands complete with required
. controls and instruments will be supplied to provide necessary local

control of equipment.

o Controls arrangement sketch identifies the major control equipment
" location and interconnections for this area.

5.0 AREA 5" AIR QUALITY CONTROL

5.0.1 Civil/Structural

o Provide foundations including concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc. for"

- Precipitator
- Stack

- Ductwork

o Provide stack including ali lighting, grounding, stair, manlift and

liner requirements.

o Provide new flues and associated support steel from the economizer to

the precipitator inlet and the precipitation outlet to the stack.

o Provide insulated round or box sectioned flues with platforms and

ladders as necessary for access.

o Provide expansion Joints of insulated fabric with mountings dependent
upon access.

o Excavation and fill for all structures, install piling if required.

5.0.2 Mechanlc_l Systems

(MED) Electrostatic precipitators (ESP's) or bag filters (BF) will be

installed downstream of the economizer. An optimization study is underway

to select an ESP or BF for gas clean-up.

All sources of flue gas will be routed through the ESP or BF and vented

through the stack. These include:

- Gas Turbine Exhaust Gases

• - Cyclone Ash Removal Transport Gases from the Separators atop the

Cyclone Ash Silo

- Bed Ash Reinjection Vent

o A fly ash removal system will be installed to transport the fly ash
from the ESP or BF hoppers to the fly ash silo. It is envisioned that

a dry vacuum system using liquid ring vacuum pumps will be provided

and which includes the following systems"
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AB NO. DESCRIPTION

System 747 Dust Collection

System 751 Compressed Air

System 862 Fire Protection

5.0.3 Electrica_ Systems

e

Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs of

the facilities, and provide for the special utilization equipment installed

in the air quality control area.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the air quality

control area is defined as including or incorporating the following sub-
areas :

- Precipitator

- Precipitator Electrical Building
- Economizer

- Stack

The following electrical systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise

noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facilities and
sub-facilities within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTE) Provide medium voltage switchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including

medium voltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES &MTE) Provide low voltage swltchgear to supply power to major

motor and other large loads and/or lo_Ld centers, including low

voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply

power to medlumvoltage motors.

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to h6ating and

lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. valve control centers (VCC's) to supply D.C.

powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency equipment.

Q

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.
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- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractional horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.

- - (PEE) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C., 250 amp. hour battery to

supply control voltage for protective relay and control systems,

alarm systems, swltchgear, UPS system, and other devices requiring

secure energy supply.

- (PES) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 125 volt, 25 ampere, D.C. battery charger

for float charging of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 120 volt A.C., 25 KW UPS system to supply

control voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other

devices requiring an uninterruptable A. C. power supply.

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system alternate A.C.

input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets, to supply

local area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles, and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets, to supply local

area control system, and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxi-

liary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults

and/or other abnormalities associated with electrical power supply
and utilization devices.

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable

systems used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment

- (PEE) Provide 4 kV induction motors for driving auxiliary equipment

in the plant.

- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

" - (DE) Provide general building and area lighting (including battery-

operated lighting), roadway lighting, and any specialty lighting as

required.
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o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of

all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnections to integrate the local area

grou,_d grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to

furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders, or display devices; and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and

integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch

systems.

In addition to the above, generally required at all facilities, the

following special electrical systems, or electrical system equipment, will

be required at the air quality control area.

- (DE) Provide specialty stack obstruction (air craft warning)

lighting system as required by FAA or other regu_atorybodies.

5.0.4 Instrumentation & Control systems

I&c Engineering will provide the necessary air quality monitoring equipment

for this area. This control equipment will utilize proven technology with

an emphasis on reliability and maintainability. Any required operator

interface will be developed with an emphasis on allowing extensive operator

interaction with the air quality system controls.

o Operation and control of the air quality control equipment Will be

performed from the main control room.

o Distributed control system (DCS) equipment which must be added to
interface with these controls will be located in the main control

room. This DCS equipment will consist of redundant logic processors,

local I/O and interposing relays. The data communications standard

for this equipment will be compatible with that of the main power
block DCS.

o An environmental monitoring system will be supplied tc monitor

emissions standards compliance.
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o Alarms for this area will be processed by an annunciator system. The
annunciator cabinet which contains the microprocessor unit will be

located in the main control room. The alarms will be displayed at the

main control room operator interface.

o Local panels, cabinets, and instrument stands complete with required

controls and instruments will be supplied to provide necessary local

control of this equipment.

6.0 AREA 6" GENERAL SITE IMPROVEMENTS

6.0.1 Civll/Structura_

o Provide the following:

- Layout silo investigation program

- Study soil samples, etc. and provide foundation recommendations for
all structures

- Provide site grading recommendations

- Provide site drainage recommendations
- Provide foundation concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc. where

required
- Contract for all site earthwork to include:

o Perform the following:

- Excavation and backfill for all structure foundations

- Construction of all roads, parking areas, and laydown areas -

grading and paving

- Installation of yard drainage

- Installation of temporary and permanent storm run-off sedimentation

ponds

- Construction of landscape berms

- Construction of wastewater ponds

- Landscaping

- Acquisition via P.O./contract of structural fill material (if
needed)

- Acquisition via P.O./contract of road stone
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6.0.2 Mechanical Systems

AB NO, DESCRIPTION

System 467 Chemical Storage Tanks

System 712 River Water Make-Up
System 767 Station Drainage and Wastewater

System 863 Fire Protection Well Water Supply

6.0.3 Electrical Systems

Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs of

the facilities, and provide fort he special utilization equipment installed
in the general site area.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the general site area

is defined as including or incorporating the following sub-areas:

o Perimeter Fencing and Gates

o Guard Houses

o Parking Lots

o Roadways

o Coal/Sorbent Yard Service Buildlng

- General Offices

- Library/Print Room

- Shower/Locker Rooms
- Cafeteria

- Machine Shop

o Tractor Storage Shed

o Tractor Wash Down Facility

o Tractor Refuellng Shed

o River Cells and Tow Boat Docking Area

o River Monitoring Station

o Full Coal Barge Docking

o Warehouse

o Sewage Treatment Plant

o Well Water Pump House

o Fire House and Fire Water Supply Tanks
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o Foam House

o Fuel Oil Handling and Storage

. - Fuel Oil Handling Electrical Building
- Fuel Oil Valve House

- Fuel Oil Storage Tanks

- Ignition 0il Pump House

o Metal Cleanin_ Waste Storage

o Ponds and Water Treatment

- Drainage Pond
- Waste Water Pond

- Clear Water Pond

o Construction Facilities

- Electrical Power Station

- Gate House and Security Systems
- Offices

- Trailer Park

- Parking Lots
- Warehouses

- LaydownAreas

- Barge Unloading Area
- Crane Area

The followlng electrlcal systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise
noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facilities and

sub-facillties within the subject plant area•

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTE) Provide medium voltage switchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including

medlumvoltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES & MTE) Provide low voltage switchgear to supply power to major

motor and other large loads and/or load centers, includfng low

voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply

• power to medlum voltage motors.

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to heating and

" lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. valve control centers (VCC's) to supply power

D.C. powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency

equipment.
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- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.

- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractional horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.

-(PEE) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C., 250 amp. hour battery to

supply control voltage for protective relay and control systems,

alarm systems, switchgear, UPS system, and other devices requiring

secure energy supply.

- (PES) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 125 volt, 25 ampere, D.C. battery charger

for float charging of battery.

- (PES) Provide a nominal 120 volt A.C., 25 KW UPS system to supply

control voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other

devices requiring an uninterruptable A.C. power supply.

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system alternate A.C.
input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply

local area fractional horse power loads, lightlng, receptacles, and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area control system and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxi-

llary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults

and/or other abnormallties associated with electrlcal power supply
and utilization devices.

-(PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, llghting, and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable

systems used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment
b

-(PEE) Provide 4 kV induction motors for driving auxiliary equipment

in the plant.
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- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

- (DE) Provide general building and area l_ghting (including battery-

. operated lighting), roadway lighting, and any specialty lighting as

required.

o Communication Equipment
w

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of
all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnections to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to

furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders, or display devices; and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and
integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch

systems.

In addition to the above generally required at all facilities, the following
special electrical systems, or electrical system equipment, will be required

in the general site area.

- (TE) Provide generator lead support structures from generator step-

up transformer to 138 kit switchyard.

- (TE) Provide distribution line conductors and hardware, pnd distri-

bution line structures (poles) fort he site power distribution loop.

The site power distribution loop will be constructed to 6 kV sub-

transmission standards, and will be operated at 34.5 kV.

- (DE) Provide lighting systems for roadways, parking lots, and other
outdoor areas.

- (DE) Provide pole mount transformer, surge arresters, fuse and fuse

" cut-outs, and other materials required to establish the low voltage

power delivery system for the roadway and other outdoor lighting

systems.
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- (ESD) Provide the high voltage switches, cables, cable terminators,

conduits, pilasters, (distribution class) surge arresters, and

other materials required to connect from the site power loop to the
individual site load centers.

v

- (ESD) Provide construction power station equipment.

- (NPED) Provide manhole and duct bank system

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, communications,

and fiber optic cable as required for operation of the devices
installed.

- (NPED) Provide site grounding system to integrate the local area

grounding systems, associated with each site facility, into a

unified grounding system.

- (DE) Provide specialty obst_action (navigation) lighting system at
river cells and docking areas as required by Corps of Engineers or

other regulatory bodies.

o The "Construction Facilities" that will be required at the site,

during and following the construction of new PFBC plant, are not
detailed in the "Scope of Work Document".

Nevertheless, it is necessary to provide for the electrical equipment
to serve the "Construction Facilities" of both a temporary and a semi-

permanent type. This allowance is provided on the assumption that the
construction facilities installed will be similar to the construction

facilities required for previous new AEP power plant construction
projects. The "Construction Facilities" to be served would consist of

the following:

o Construction gate and gate house/security office.

o Separate fenced-in, parking lots for AEP/Operating Company personnel

and for contractor personnel; each requiring area flood lighting and

surveillance (security) systems.

o A "semi-permanent" AEP construction _ffice building complex of

approximately 300 feet by 40 feet having necessary facilities'for:

- Construction Management

- Administrative/Personnel Services
- Print and Document Vault

- Electrical Construction Management

Civil Construction Management

- Mechanical Construction Management

- Electrical Verification (Relay Check-out) Group

- Visiting Engineers

- First Aid Facility
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o Contractors trailer park area for up to 40 "Contractor's" office

trailers requiring power supply and communications (PA and PX)
facilities.

, o Three Warehouses

- Two buildings approximately 100 feet by 60 feet requiring lighting,

minimal heating (freeze protection), communications (PA and PX),

" _, security systems, and fire protection.

_, - One building approximately 200 feet by 80 feet requiring lighting,

heating, communications (PA and PX), security systems, and fire

_, protection.

- A fenced, outdoor, bulk material storage or lay-down area of

approximately 1,000 feet by 2,000 feet requiring area flood lighting
and surveillance (security) systems.

6.0.4 Instrumentation & _o_trol Systems

l&C. Englneerlng will provide mlcroprocessor-based distributed control for
theJwell water equipment, l&C Engineering will incorporate control of the

yard fire protection into the plant-wlde fire protection control system.

These control systems will utilize proven technology with an emphasis on

reliability and maintainabl]ity. The operator interface for these systems

will be developed with an emphasis on extensive operator interaction with

control of this equipment.

The DCS for the well water equipment will be located in the closest sultable

building to this equipment. The DCS panel will contain the redundant

processors, local I/O and interposing relays. Normal operator control of
this equipment will be from the main control room. The data communications

standard for this equipment will be compatible with that of the main power
block DCS.

Control of the yard fire protection will be part of the plant-wlde fire

protection control system. Local programmable logic controller I/O cabinets

will be installed as close as possible to the various yard fire protection
locations.

All other mechanical equipmen_ associated with this area will be controlled

locally.

Alarm processing and display will be controlled by the annunciation system.

Unless otherwise specified in this document, ala_ information will be dis-

" played on the CRT control station operator interface in the main control
room.

- Local panels and cabinets complete with required controls and instruments

will be supplied to provide necessary local control.
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7.0 AREA 7: SWITCHYARD

7.0.1 Civil/Structural

o Provide the following:

- ali excavation, fill and roads

- foundation including concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc. where
required

7.0.2 Mechanical Systems

7.0.3 Electrical Systems

o (ESP) Provide a 400 feet by 500 feet, fenced-lh switchyard area for

two 138 kV bent structures and associated equipment.

o (MTE) Provide transmission circuit breakers to connect the project to

the AEP Transmission System.

o (ESP) Provide grading for transmission/distrlbution switchyard area.

o (ESP) Provide gravel cover for transmlssion/dlstribution switchyard
area.

o (ESP) Provide substation control house including separate battery room

with associated battery room facilities.

o (ESP) Provide control house HVAC system.

o (ESP) Provide control house grounding system.

o (ESP) Provide a nominal 125 volt D.C. battery to supply control

voltage for protective relay and control systems, alarm systems,

swltchgear, UPS system, and other devices requiring secure energy

supply.

o (ESP) Provide rack for mounting of battery.

o (ESP) Provide a nominal 125 volt, battery charger for flo_t charging

of battery.

o (EPD) Provide 120/248 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles, and other

small power loads.

o (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local area

control system and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

o (SP&C) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxili-

ary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults and/or
other abnormalities associated with electrical substation or

transmission system.
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o (SP&C) Provide alarm systems for station equipment.

o (SP&C) Provide interface/termination facilities for integration of

• plant and switchyard protective relay control and alarm systems.

o (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the installed electrical

equipment.

o (EPD) Provide cable tray and conduit systems for each of the power,

control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable systems used in
the substation.

o (ESP) Provide Trenway System for transmission/distribution switchyard

control cable systems.

o (ESP) Provide general building and area lighting as required.

o (PES) Provide PA stations.

o (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

o (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o (SP&C) Provide power line carrier equipment as required for communi-

cations or relaying systems.

o (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connections

between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of all

installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the local

area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnectlons to integrate the local area ground

grid with the general slte grounding system.

o (ESP) Construct a 34.5 kV switching station insulated at 69 kV in the

138 kV switchyard to serve the construction load and ultimately the

coal handling loop and reserve auxiliary transformer.

o (ESP) Provide one 138/34.5 kV, 30 MVA transformer and associated

equipment for reserve auxiliary and coal handling, which will be used

initially for construction power.

o (ESP) Install construction power transformer (RAT&CH) in its permanent

. position.

o (ESP) Provide station service facilities for the 138 kV switchyard.

• o (DE) Provide distribution underground cables and terminations as

required.
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7.0.4 _nstrumentatlon & Cont_ol Systems

The I&C scope of work regarding switchyard and equipment relates only to

control and annunciation devices associated with the switchyard and
equipment, but is physically located in the Unit Control Room. The main

control room operator interface will consist of traditional vertical control

panels. The control panels will contain sufficient controls and instruments

to control the operation of equipment included in this area. The operator
interface will be developed with an emphasis on the traditional AEP

philosophy of allowing extensive operator interaction with the control of

switchyard equipment.

A distributed annunciator system will be provided for the switchyard area.

The communications standard provided with this system will be compatible
with the communications standard for the main power block distributed

control system. Alarm information provided by the annunciator will be

displayed on the CRT control station monitors.

8.0 AREA 8: COOLING TOWER

8.0.1 Civil/Structural

o Provide the following:

- All excavation and fill

- Piling

o Provide foundations including concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc. for:

- A cooling tower

- Circulating water pump buildlng

o Provide structural steel, bracing, steel decking, grating, stairs,

ladders, handrails, treads, roof trusses, floor framing, etc. for the

circulatlng water pump building.

8.0.2 Mechanical Systems

The cooling tower is shown on SPS-713. It will be a mechanical _r natural

draft tower, sized for 1.5 X 109 BTU/br, cooling 150,000 gpm circdlating

water from II0°F to 900F, with atmospheric conditions of 72°F wet bulb

temperature at 70% relative humidity. (Numbers are preliminary as of Aprll
1990).

J

The cooling tower should be located so that equipment subject to corrosion
from chlorine in the tower drift is not downwind of the tower.

The circulating water pump building will contain the circulating water pumps

and associated equipment. The systems associated with the circulating water

pump building are provided in SPS-713. lt should be located adjacent to

the cooling tower.
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The intake/discharge tunnels are sized for a velocity of 6-7 feet per
second. Based on a circulating water flow of 150,000 gpm, the tunnel would

be either 6-1/2 square feet, or an 84" diameter pipe. Based on a natural

draft cooling tower, it has a design pressure of 75 psig. Details of the

, circulating water system are shown on SPS-713 and SPS-735.

8.0.3 Electrical Systems

" Electrical supply equipment is provided, sufficient to serve the needs of

the facilities, and provide for the special utilization equipment installed

in the cooling tower area.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, the cooling tower

area is defined as including or incorporating the following sub-areas:

- Cooling Water Electrical Building

- Cooling Tower

- Circulating Water Pump House

The following electrical systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise

noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facilities and
sub-facilities within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- (PES & MTE) Provide medium voltage switchgear to supply power to

major motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including

medium voltage motor starter assemblies.

- (PES &MTE) Provide low voltage switchgear to supply power to major

motor and other large loads and/or load centers, including low

voltage motor control center assemblies.

- (PES) Provide medium voltage motor starter assemblies to supply

power to medium voltage motors.

- (PES) Provide low voltage motor control centers to supply power to

low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to heating and

lighting loads.

- (PES) Provide D.C. valve control centers (VCC's) to supply power

D.C. powered valve operators and other D.C. powered emergency

equipment.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-

" formers to supply electrical power at 4 kV to area loads.

- (MTE) Provide medium voltage, liquid filled, small power trans-
. formers to supply electrical power at 480 volts to area loads.

- (PES) Provide small power, dry type (lighting) transformers to

supply 120/208 volt A.C. power for fractional horse power loads,

lighting, receptacles, and other small power loads.
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- (PES) Provide nominal 120 volt A.C., UPS systems to supply control

voltage for control systems, alarm systems, and other devices

requiring an uninterruptable A.C. power supply.
f

- (PES) Provide regulating transformers for UPS system al_ernate A.C.
input.

- (EPD) Provide 120/208 volt A.C. distribution cabinets to supply

local area fractional horse power loads, lighting, receptacles, and

other small power loads.

- (EPD) Provide 125 volt D.C. distribution cabinets to supply local

area control system, and equipment requiring D.C. (emergency) power.

- (PES) Provide protective relays, along with the associated auxi-

liary and control relays, for detection and isolation of faults
and/or other abnormalities associated with electrlcal power supply
and utilization devices.

- (PEE) Provide power, control, instrument, lighting, and communi-

cations cable as required for operation of the devices installed.

- (EPD) Provide segregated cable tray conduit systems for each of the

power, control, instrument, lighting, and communication cable

systems used in the plant.

o Power Utilization Equipment

- (PEE) Provide 4 kV i_duction motors for driving auxiliary equlpment

in the plant.

- (PEE) Prowde 480 v_it induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

- (DE) Provide general building (indoor and outdoor) lighting and area

lighting (including battery-operated lighting), roadway lighting,

and any specialty lighting as required.

o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.

o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of

all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the

local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.
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Provide necessary interconnections to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

- (SM) Provide instrument transformers and secondary metering devices

for metering plant auxiliary loads. Provide equipment necessary to
furnish auxiliary load data to I&C systems, local instruments,

recorders, or display devices; and for telemetering such plant

auxiliary load information to the main control room for display and
" integration into the POPS computer, AGC, LFC, and economic dispatch

systems.

In addition to the above, generally required at all facilities, the

following special electrical systems, or electrical system equipment, will

be required for the cooling tower area.

- (DE) Provide specialty cooling tower obstruction (air craft

warning) lighting system, as required by FAA or other regulatory
bodies.

8.0.4 Instrumentation _ Control Systems

l&C Engineering will provide control for mechanical equipment in this area.
This control function will be provided by the main power block distributed

control system. The normal operator interface for this area will be located
in the main control room.

o The following control equipment will be installed in the cooling tower
area electrical/control building:

- A remote I/O panel associated with the main power block DCS.

- Necessary panels, cabinets and instrament stands to pro_!de local

control of new equipment.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.

9.0 AREA 9: INTAKE STRUCTURE

9.0.1 Civil/Structura_

o Provide concrete including rebar, anchor bolts, embedded piping and
electrical and structural steel, decking, grating, stairs, ladders,

handrails, treads, roof steel, floor framing, etc. for the intake pump

.. building.

o Provide the following:

" All sheet piling
- Ali excavation and fill

- All piling
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9.0.2 Me_hanlcal Systems

AB NO. DESCRIPTION

System 712 River Water Make-Up

System 751 Compressed Air

9.0.3 Electrlcal Systems

Electrical supply equipment is provided sufficient to serve the needs of the

facilities, and provide for the special utilization equipment installed at
the intake structures.

For the purposes of delineating the facilities served, th_ intake structure

area is defined as including or incorporating the following sub-areas:

- River Water Make-up Structure
- Intake Screens

The following electrical systems and/or equipment items, unless otherwise

noted, will be required and will be furnished for each of the facillties and

sub-facilitles within the subject plant area.

o Power Delivery Equipment

- Except as indicated below, the power supply eq_tlpment for the

utilization devices at the river water make-up structure will be

located in the cooling water electrical building.

- (PES) Provide one low voltage motor control center to supply power

to low voltage, integral horse-power motors, and to heating and

llghtlng loads.

o Power Utilization Equipment

- (PEE) Provide 4 kV induction motors for driving auxillaryequipment

in the plant.

- (PEE) Provide 480 volt induction motors for driving auxiliary

equipment in the plant.

- (DE) Provide general building (indoor and outdoor) llghtingand area

lighting (including battery-operated lighting), roadway lighting,

and any Specialty Lighting as required.

o Communication Equipment

- (PES) Provide PA stations.

- (TCE) Provide telephone (PX) stations as required.

- (TCE) Provide radio repeater stations as required.
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o Miscellaneous Systems

- (EPD) Provide ground grid system for local area. Provide connec-

tions between the local area ground grid and casings (or frames) of

. all installed electrical equipment. Provide connections between the
local area ground grid and all metallic building structural members.

Provide necessary interconnectlons to integrate the local area

ground grid with the general site grounding system.

9.0.4 Instrumentation & Control Systems

I&C Engineering will provide control for mechanical equipment in this area.

This control function will be provided by the main power block distributed

control system (DCS). The normal operator interface for this area will be
located in the main control room.

The following control equipment will be installed in the intake structure

area electrlcal/control building:

- A remote I/O panel associated with the main power block DCS.

- Necessary panels, cabinets and instrument stands to provide local

control of equipment.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.

- Annunciator equipment required to transmit alarms to an alarm

display in the main control.

I0.0 AREA i0: SOLID WASTE LANDFILL

I0.0.I Clvll/_tructural

The PFBC ash disposal site will be located in the nearby vicinity of the

plant site. The newly promulgated West Virginia solid waste regulations

will be the design basis of the landfill. The PFBC ash dlsposal site will

require the following items:

o Clearing and Grubbing

- Provide clearing and grubbing and prepare the landfill site area to
receive the liner.

o The Liner System

- Provide a liner system that meets the new West Virginia solid waste

regulations. Use of two options has been permitted by these regul-

- ations for the design of the liner system. Alternate liner design

may be approved by the WVDepartment of Natural Resources on a case-

by-case basis. The approved options under the new regulations are
as follows:
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Option A:

- Eighteen inches of compacted clay liner (permeability net greater
than 1 x 10-7 cm/sec).

o

- A sixty mil synthetic liner on top of the clay liner.

-A leachate collection system consisting of a perforated piping

system embedded with an eighteen inch drainage system to be

installed on top of the synthetic liner (mit. permeability of 1 x

10 -3 cm/sec.).

Opt i,,Qn,B;

- Two feet of compacted clay liner (permeability not greater than 1

x lO-Tcm/sec. ).

- An appropriate groundwater interceptor drainage system, which shall
als, serve as a leachate detection system, to be installed under the

clay liner.

- An appropriate leachate collection system, to be installed on top

of the compacted clay liner.

NOTES :

I. The liner system in Option B is prohibited for use in major domes-

tic use aquifer areas, major alluvial aqulfer_, or Karst regions.
It has not been determined whether or not the Alternate site

contains one of the above mentioned aquifers.

2. It should be noted that the liner system will be constructed in

several stages over the life of the landfill.

o The Pond Complex:

Provide a pond complex that will consist of a sedimentaticn pond and
a clear water pond. Both of these ponds will be lined. The purpose

of the sedimentation pond is to treat the run-off from the active

portion of the landfill as well as the leachate collection zone. The
treatment is facilitated by providing time for sedimentation of the

total suspended solids.

The clear water pond area will: provide additional treatment before

the pond effluent is released into the existing streams in the area;

have a pH control system in order to adjust the pH level of the pond

effluent; and be equipped with a discharge structure at the pond
outflow.
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o Temporary Ponds:

Provide temporary ponds to treat the run-off for one or more active

landfill areas as required.

o The Haul Road:

Provide a paved haul road in order for 35 ton (net) trucks to carry
" the PFBC by_pzoducts from the plant to the landfill.

o The Drainage System:

Provide culverts, ditches, and dikes for the landfill, ponds, and haul

road as required.

Provide foundations including concrete, rebar, anchor bolts, etc.,

where required.

10.0.2 Mechanlcal Systems

10.0.3 Electrical Systems

lt is expected that any electrical equipment requirements for this area will

be minor (e.g. area flood llghting and area surveillance security systems).

Any electrical service requirements for this area will be met by the
electrical equipment provided for the "Area 4: Ash Handling (silo)

Building"; and will be incorporated into the Electrical Systems Scope of

Work, estimates and drawings for that facility.

10.0.4 Instrumentation & Cgntrol Systems

I&C Engineering will provide local control for mechanical equipment included
in this area. This local control will consist of:

- Necessary panels, cabinets and instrument stands to provide local

control of this equipment.

- Fire protection cabinet for this area.

- Annunciator equipment required to provide alarm information, both
local and remote.

11.0 AREA II" OFFSITE FACILITIES
J

11.0.3 Electrical Systems

• o Amos Plant and Station

- Modify transmission line protective relays.

- Modify microwave station for addition of llnk to PFBC plant.
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o Sporn Plant and Station

- Modify transmission line protection relays.

o Distribution System and Lines

- Provide distribution llne additions and modifications as required.

o Transmission System and Lines

- Provide transmission llne additions and/or modifications to inte-

grate new generation into transmission system.

o Communication Network

- Modify APCo and CSP microwave system to provide communication links

between new plant, Roanoke OCO, and 1 Riverside Plaza.

o Roanoke OCO

- Modify communications system for integration of new plant.

- Modify control/alarm system for integration of new plant.

o 1 Riverside Plaza Office Building

- Modify communications system for integration of new plant.

- Modify control/alarm system for integration of new plant.

o Apple Grove Station (tentative)

- Modify station: add three new 138 kV CB'S and add transmission line

from new plant.
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ATTACHMENT 1

SUPPLEMENTARY SCOPE

The supplementary scope identifies the tasks which are not directly related
to a specific area of the Work Breakdown Structure.

e

A. PERMITTING AND LICENSING

The tasks outlined below are intended to support the anticipated permits
program.

o Environmental Permitting

The AEPSC Environmental Engineering Group (EEG) will have the prime

responsibility to gather and assimilate information necessary to apply

for, and obtain appropriate air, water, and solid waste permits and to

satisfy the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA). EEG will depend on the Engineering and Design Divisions to

provide final design information and drawings for Environmental
Systems to support permit application activities outlined as follows:

- Air

EEG will be responsible for obtaining all required environmental,

construction and operating permits for the main unit, auxiliary

boiler, fugitive dust sources, and other air pollution sources as

required. As part of the permit process, EEG will either perform

or coordinate third-party performance of the necessary GEP stack

height analysis, BACT/LAER analyses, ambient air dispersion

modellng, ambient air monitoring, and other analyses required to
obtain a permit to construct an air contaminant source, which

includes provisions covering the Prevention of Significant

Deterioration (PSD) program.

- Water

EEG will be responsible for preparing and submitting an applicatlon

for a new source wastewater discharge permit under the West Virginia

Department of Natural Resources' (WVDNR) National Pollutant

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. Information on rh6

• quantity and/or quality of the following wastewater will be
required: coal pile runoff, sorbent pile runoff, ash sluice water

(if any), metal cleaning wastewater, ali low volume wastewater, and

storm water runoff during and after construction. In addition, a

• package sewage treatment plant will required permitting if a nearby

municipal sewage system is not accessible. As part of the overall

permitting process, AEPSC may be required to perform additional

biological studies of mussels and/or other aquatic inhabitants in

the vicinity of the proposed plant site. Voluntary biological
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studies will be performed. Any mandated biological study for

permitting purposes would be reactive to a special request by the

permitting authority. EEG will also be responsible for obtaining
a water quality certification for a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

permit and for developing appropriate Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure (SPCC) plans.

- Solid Waste

EEG will be responsible for preparing and submitting an application
for environmental permits to construct and o_erate a solid waste

disposal facility. Design, construction and operation information

will be requested from other AEPSC divisions for the purpose of

accomplishing this objective. The landfill will be permitted

expressly for the management of wastes produced by the combustion

process (PFBC bed ash and fly ash). Other solid wastes, such as
plant trash, will require management and disposal by a third party.

- NEPA

The construction of a new commercial PFBC power plant on previously

undisturbed land will require the preparation of an Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS)_ AEPSC will retain a third-party consultant
to conduct environmental studies and to prepare an Environmental

Information Report (EIR). The EIR will then be submitted to the

NEPA lead federal agency who will use the document to prepare an
EIS.

EEG will be responsible for seeking proposals and competitive bids
to secure the services of the appropriate third party consultants

to produce the necessary studies and documents to satisfy NEPA

requirements and prepare the EIR. EEG will coordinate the EIR study

plan, all studies and document preparation with the consultant;
contacts with the lead federal agency; contacts with appropriate

state and local agencies; and participation in public meetings.

Once a construction plan is established and environmental impacts

are predicted, EEG will be responslble for coordinating ecological,

archaeological, and/or historical mitigation action plans if

required.

- General

Meetings with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.

Department of Energy, West Virginia environmental agencies, the U.S. a

Army Corps of Engineers - Huntington District, local officials, the

public, and others may be required. EEG will participate as

necessary in these meetings, and in some instances, initiate the

meetings. During the construction phase of the project, EEG will
work with construction staff to accumulate any Resource Conservation

and Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous wastes which are generated on

site, and to ensure off-slte disposal of those wastes via an

approved and licensed waste hauler and permitted Treatment, Storage
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and Disposal (TSD) facility. Any RCRA guidelines required will be

written by EEG and made available to the construction management
staff. Also, EEG will work with other AEPSC divisions in

identifying any additional Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization

. Act (SARA) hazardous chemlcals that may be present during the
construction or operation of the plant, and prepare the appropriate

SARA notification. An oil spill control plan will also be developed

for the construction phase.

o COE and FAA Permitting

- The Civil Engineering Department (CED) will be responsible for

preparing applications and submitting permit documents for the

purpose of obtaining the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 10/404

permit for river cell construction, water intakes and discharge

piping, coal unloading, lime unloading facilities, and dredging for
these facilities if required.

- CED will arrange for the preparation of permit drawings and

documentation associated with the preparation of the application
form.

CED will be responsible for the coordination of work associated with

the permit submittal and be the lead contact with the Corps of

Engineers in all matters regarding the issuance of this permit.

- CED will be responsible for preparation and submission of all

documents pertaining to the appliuation of U.S. Coast Guard private
aids to navigation permits applicable to all river related

structures. CED will be responsible for ensuring compliance with

all applicable Coast Guard regulations relating to off loading of

fuel oil (e.g., preparation of a Fuel 011 Transfer Operations
Manual).

- CED will be responsible for the preparation and submission of the

FAA permit for construction or alteration of structures having an

impact on air navigation and will be lead coordinator for obtaining

information related to the specific structures to be constructed.

o Other Permits

The Design Division will be responsible for securing all building

permits.

B. CONSTRUCTION STRATEGY

The overall construction strategy will be to maximize the off site pre-

assembly and modularization of equipment components. Construction

• complexities and constraints shall be carefully examined and addressed

during the up-front engineering and design activities.

Labor contact packages will be awarded as prime contracts between AEPSC and

specialty contractors. Typical packages will include the following:
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- Earthwork and Piling
- Concrete and Foundation Installation

- Structural Steel Erection

- PFBC Island Erection

- Piping Installation and Thermal Insulation

- Balance of Plant Mechanical Equipment

- Coal Handling, Ash Handling and Sorbent Handling Erection

- Architectural, Finish, Roofing, Siding and Louvers
- Electrical

Nearly all anticipated work packages for Project PFBC-O01 will be prepared

and awarded during Phase 2 of the project.

The scope of contracts will be maximized with the goal of keeping the number

of contractors at an optimum level, leading to more effective management
control over site construction activities.

C. CONSTRUCTION PLAN

During the construction phase of the project (Phase 2), the Project Labor

Agreement will define uniform working conditions, holidays, shift

provisions, etc., which would be applicable to all crafts and would override

local agreements. This agreement is expected to reduce overall craft labor

costs. The Project Labor Agreement would be made a part of each

construction contract, and each contractor employed at the site would be

party to it through a letter of assent. Meetings with the Local Building

Trades Union will be held prior to the start of work to review the Project

Labor Agreement and to establish the concept of periodic labor-management

meetings once construction work is well underway. Labor relations policy on

the job will be monitored from AEPSC and through the Project PFBC-O01
Construction Manager.

Each contractor will be expected to have a written safety policy and a

designated supervisor responsible for the implementation of the policy. The

safety supervisor will be expected to cooperate fully with the site safety

representatives of the Construction manager, and it will be the

responsibility of the contractor's representatives to make certain that

safety policies are fully implemented during the construction program.

A security force will be established on site to control access only to

individuals who are properly authorized by an established identification

system. Security forces would also be expected to maintain strict control

of egress on the site through the inspection of packages, automobiles,

trucks, etc.

The contracting strategy will maximize lump sum competitive bidding among

approved and pre-qualified contractors. Competitively bid unit price
contracts will also be utilized.
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SIYMMARY OF SYSTEM SERIES

p

System
Series pescriotion system ResDonsibil_ty

I00 Buildings and External Installations Civil/Structural "

200 Combustor with Auxiliary Systems Mechanical

300 Gas Turbine Systems Mechanical

400 Steam Turbine Systems Mechanical

500 Control Systems I&C

600 Electrical Power Systems Electrlcal

700 Service Systems Mechanical

800 Ocher Systems

900 AEPSC Services and Indirect Field Costs

o LIST OF SYSTEMS

System Numbe_ System Name

i BUILDINGS AND EXTERNAL INSTALLATIONS

II Main Power Block

III Combustor Area

112 Gas Turbine/Economlzer Area

113 Steam Turbine/Water Treatment Area

114 Heater Bay
115 Control Room

116 Service Building/Machine Shop
117 Transformer Deck Area

118 Coal and Sorbent Preparation Building

12 Sorbent Handling Structures

121 Sorbent Transfer Stations

122 Sorbent Transfer Conveyor Bridges •

123 Sorbent Storage
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System Number System Name

13 Coal Handling Structures

, 131 Coal Transfer Stations

132 Coal Transfer Conveyor Bridges
133 Coal Storage

" 14 Ash Handling Structures

141 Ash Transfer Stations

142 Ash Transfer Conveyor Bridges
143 Ash Storage

15 Air Quality Control Structures

151 Stack Structure

16 General Site Improvements

161 Site Preparation
163 Dock Facillties

17 Switchyard Structure

171 Control House

172 Auxiliary Switching Station
173 Res. Aux. Trnsfrmr. Sta. Control House

18 Cooling System Structures

181 River Water Make-Up Structure
182 Circ. Water Pump House Structure

183 Cooling Tower Structure

19 Solid Waste Landfill Structures

191 Solid Waste Storage
192 Haul Road

2 COMBUSTOR WITH AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

21 Pressure Vessel

211 Combustor Vessel

22 Steam Boiler

• 221 Steam Generator

225 Boiler Circ.

226 Boiler Enclosure

227 Bed Bottom
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System Number System N_m_

23 Gas Cleaning Equipment

231 Gas Cleaning System

235 Combustor Depressurization System

26 Fuel Handling Equipment
w

261 External Coal Handling System

262 Fuel Preparation System
263 External Sorbent Handling System

264 Sorbent Preparation System

266 Fuel Injection System

268 Sorbent Injection System

27 Equipment for Handling Ash and Bed Material

271 Cyclone Ash Removal
272 Bed Ash Removal

274 Bed Reinjection System

275 External Ash Handling System

28 Other Handling Equipment

281 Coal Analysis Facility

3 GAS TURBINE SYSTEMS

31 Gas Turbine and Generator

310 Gas Turbine

312 Starting Burner
317 Gas Turbine Generator

318 Get. Excitation and Starting Equipment

32 Air/Gas Handling Equipment

321 Air Intake

323 Intercept and Bypass Valves

324 Crossover Pipe

325 Gas Turbine Exhaust System

326 Exhaust Pipe
327 External Economizer

328 Precipitator
329 Flue Gas Ductwork

34 Gas Turbine Auxiliary Systems

340 Gas Turbine Lubrication Oil System

350 Gas Turbine Control Fluid System

365 Gas Turbine Fuel System

370 Gas Turbine Cleaning System
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System Numbe,r System Nem_

4 STEAM TURBINE SYSTEMS

• 40 Turbine and Generator

403 Steam Turbine

405 Steam Turbine Generator

" 407 Steam Turbine Voltage Regulator System

412 Steam Turbine Lube Oil Systems

413 Steam Turbine Lube 0il Clean-Up System

414 Steam Turbine Control Fluid System

42 Steam Systems

421 Main/Reheat Steam System

422 Turbine Bypass and Flash Tank

423 Bleed Steam System

424 Steam Seals System
425 L.P. Heater Drains and Vents

426 H.P. Heater Drains and Vents

427 Drip Piping

428 Auxiliary Steam
429 Steam Generator Drains

44 Cooling Systems

445 Generator Cooling Water System

45 Governing Oil System

452 Steam Turbine Regulating Oil System

46 Condensate and Feed Water Systems

461 Condenser and Vacuum System

462 Condensate System

463 Feed Water System

466 Condensate Cleaning System

47 Service Systems - Water and Steam

471 Blow Off System

472 Drainage System
473 Sealing Water System

477 Cycle Sampling System

48 Service System - Gas

481 Hydrogen Cooling System
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System Number System Name

5 CONTROL SYSTEMS

51 Control Equipment

511 Plant Operations Computer
512 Distributed Control Room Panels

513 Annunciator System
514 Main Control Room Panels

515 Plant Operation Process Simulator

516 Programmable Logic Controllers
531 Process Instrumentation

6 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

61 Transmission Equipment

611 Substation Equipment
612 Transmission Lines

613 GSU Transformer, Isolated Phase Bus and

Normal Auxiliary Power Supply System

62 Site Power Distribution

621 Substation Equipment

622 Distribution Lines & Distribution Line Equipment

623 Plant Reserve Power Supply System
624 Construction Power

63 Auxiliary Power Systems

631 A.C. Power Supply & Distribution System

632 Building Lighting System

633 Roadway Lighting System

64 Emergency Power Supply Systems

641 D.C. (Battery) Supply G Distribution Systems

642 Unlnterruptible (A.C.) Power Supply & Distribution

Systems
643 Diesel Generator Systems

644 Emergency Lighting Systems

65 Communication Systems

651 Telephone (PX) Systems

652 Public Address (PA) Systems

653 Radio and Paging Systems

69 Cabling Systems
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System Number System Name

7 SERVICE SYSTEMS

• 71 Cooling Systems

712 River Water Make-Up

713 Circulating Water

" 715 Closed Cycle Cooling

716 FW Heat Recovery/PFBC System Cooling

73 Water Processing and Distribution

731 Pretreatment Clean-Up

735 Circulating Water Chemical Feed

736 Circulating Water Bromination

738 Chemical Feed System

739 Chemical Cleaning

74 Ventilation Systems

741 Combustor Ventilation

742 Building Ventilation

747 Dust Collection System

749 Combustion Cooldown System

75 Compressed Air System

751 Compressed Air

755 Nitrogen Distribution System

756 Vacuum Cleaning System

758 Process Air System

76 Water and Heating System

763 Plant Heating System

765 Buildlng Drains

766 Drinking Water System

767 Sta. Drainage & Wastewater Treatment System
768 Roof Drainage System

77 Other Service Systems

771 Fuel Oil System

772 Chemical Cleaning System

" 775 Steam Blowing System

8 OTHER SYSTEMS

81 Transportation System

811 Cranes and Lifting Devices
812 Elevators
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System Numbe_ System _amQ

83 Tools and Test Equipment

84 Security Systems

86 Fire Protection Systems

862 F.P. Water System
863 F.P. Well Water

866 F.P. Gas System

87 Cable Tray and Conduit Systems

871 Cable Tray System

872 Conduit System

9 AEPSC SERVICES AND INDIRECT FIELD COSTS

91 AEPSC Salaries and Overheads

911 Engineering, Design and Construction

912 Non-Englneerlng
913 Public Affairs

914 Legal

92 PFBC-001 Site Personnel

921 Construction management

922 Site Accounting, Snores & Timekeeping
923 Relay Checkout

924 Site Start-Up
925 Site Civil Lab

93 Miscellaneous AEPSC Servlces/Expenses

931 Outside Legal Services

932 Data Processing

933 Building Permits and Fees

934 Drawing and Reproduction Services
935 Environmental Permits and Fees

94 Taxes and Insurance

941 Insurance

942 Taxes (State Sales/Use)

95 Site Construction Expenses

951 Office Supplies

952 Equipment and Material Freight
953 Construction Power and Utilities

954 Construction Equipment Rental and Leasing
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System Number System N_e

955 Construction Equipment Operation and Main-
tenance, etc.

. 956 Construction Vehicle Leasing
957 Miscellaneous Construction Services
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ATTACHMENT 3

COMMODITYACCOUNTS LIST

I0.00 CONCRETE CATEGORY

II.00 Formwork

Ii.i0 Baselab and Foundation

11.20 Wall and Columns

11.30 Elevated Slabs

11.40 Major Equipment Foundations
11.90 Other Formwork

12.00 Metal Decking
l

12.30 Elevated Slabs

12.90 Other Metal Decking

13.00 Reinforcing Steel

13.10 Baselab and Foundation

13.20 Wall and Columns

13.30 Elevated Slabs

13.40 Major Equipment Foundations

13.90 Other Reinforcing Steel

14.00 Embedded Material

14.10 Baselab and Foundation

14.20 Wall and Columns

14.30 Elevated Slabs

14.40 Major Equipment Foundations
14.90 Other Embedded Steel

15.00 Structural Concrete

15.10 Baselab and Foundation

15.20 Wall and Columns

15.30 Elevated Slabs

15.40 Major Equipment Foundations
15.90 Other Structural Concrete

16.00 Mudmats and Fill Concrete

16.10 Baselab and Foundation

16.90 Other Mudmats and Fill Concrete
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17.00 Major Concrete Structures

17.10 Stack

17.20 Silos

, 17.30 Cooling Tower

20.00 STEELWORK, ARCHITECTURAL AND CIVIL CATEGORY

21.00 Structural Steel

21.10 Building Frame
21.20 Turbine Pedestal Beams

21.30 Crane Rails and Girders

21.40 Elect. Take-off, Dead-end and Equipment Support Structures
21.90 Other Structural Steel

22.00 Miscellaneous Steel

22.10 Stairways
22.20 Access Platforms

22.30 Floor Grating
22.40 Checkered Floor Plate

22.50 Handrail
22.60 Treads

22.70 Ladders

22.90 Other Miscellaneous Steel

23.00 Miscellaneous Fabricated Items

23.10 Bunkers/Silos
23.90 Other Fabricated Assemblies

24.00 Architectural Features and Finish

24.10 Siding

24.11 Insulated Metal Siding

24.12 Unlnsulated Metal Siding
24.13 Louvers and Vents

24.20 Roofing

24.21 Metal Roof Decking

24.22 Built-Up Roofing and Insulation

24.23 Sheetmetal Flashing

24.30 Block Work

24.40 Interior Finish

24.41 Metal Partitions

24.42 Floor Finish
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24.43 Wall Finish

24.44 Ceiling Finish

24.50 Doors and Sash
D

24.51 Doors, Frames and Hardware

24.52 Roll-Up Doors
24.53 Windows and Sash

b

24.60 Protective Coatings

24.61 Equipment Painting

24.62 Structural and Miscellaneous Steel Painting

24.63 Building Finish Painting

24.64 Concrete Linings

24.65 Equipment Linings

24.66 Piping Painting

24.90 Other Painting

24.70 Fireproofing
24.80 Building Equipment and Furnishings

25.00 Earthwork, Dredging and Dewatering

25.10 Site Clearing and Grubbing

25.20 Site Grading

25.30 Dewatering

25.40 Major Building and Structures Earthwork

25.41 Common Excavation

25.42 Rock Excavation

25.43 Fine Grade

25.44 Structural Backfill

25.50 Miscellaneous Yard Earthwork

25.51 Pipeline Trenching
25.52 Tank Firewall Dikes

25.53 Electrical Duct Banks and Manholes

2_.54 Storm and Sanitary Sewer System
25.59 Other Yard Earthwork

25.60 Dredging

26.00 Piles and Caissons

26.10 Bearing Piles

26.20 Sheet Piling
26.30 Coffer Dam

26.40 Caissons
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27.00 Site Improvements

27.10 Finish Grading
27.20 Landscaping

- 27.30 Erosion and Dust Control

27.40 Offshore and Waterfront Improvements

27.41 Rip-Rap
" 27.42 River Cells

27.50 Roads, Bridges and Parking Areas

27.51 Roadways

27.52 Bridges and Culverts

27.53 Parking Areas

27.60 Surface Drainage
27.70 Fences and Gates

27.90 Other Site Improvements

27.91 Water Wells

27.92 Sewage Trea=ment Facilities

27.93 Site Meteorology Station

30.00 STEAM GENERATOR

31.00 Flues and Ducts

32.00 Accessory Equipment

33.00 Auxiliary Boiler

34.00 Other Equipment
35.00 Steam Generator (Combustor Vessel)

40.00 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

41.00 Turbine Generator

41.10 Steam Turbine Generator

41.20 Gas Turbine Generator

42.00 Condenser and Auxiliaries

43.00 Rotating Equipment (Other Than Packaged Units)

43.10 Pumps and Drives

43.11 Pumps
• 43.12 Motors

43.13 Compressors

44.00 Heaters and Exchangers
45.00 Tanks and Vessels
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46.00 Water Treatment and Chemical Feed Equipment

46.10 Laboratory Chemical Analysis Equipment

46.20 Chemical Cleaning Services

46.30 Condensate Clean-Up and Pre-Treat Components

46.40 Outside Testing of Coal/Dolomite Samples

47.00 Coal, Sorbent, Ash and Pollution Control Handling Equipment b

47.10 Electrostatic Precipitator

47.20 Fly Ash Removal System

47.30 Ash Handling Equipment
47.40 Coal Preparation Equipment

47.50 Sorbent Preparation Equipment

47.60 Coal Sampling Equipment

47.70 Mobile Equipment

48.00 Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment

48.10 Cranes and Hoists

48.11 Steam Turbine Crane

48.12 Gas Turbine Crane

48.13 Miscellaneous Cranes

48.14 Miscellaneous Hoists

48.20 Fire Protection Equipment

48.21 Fire Protection Piping and Equipment

48.22 Sprinkler System, Suppression and Detaction System

48.30 Plumbing Equipment
48.40 Elevators

48.50 Miscellaneous Auxiliary Equipment

48.60 Thermal Insulation

48.61 Steam Generator

48.62 Steam Turbine
48.63 Gas Turbine

48.64 Condenser

48.65 Piping
48.66 Instrumentation

48.67 Flues and Ducts

48.68 Other Equipment

49.00 Heating, Venting and Atmospheric Control Equipment

49.10 Equipment "
49.20 Personnel

49.30 Dust Collection

49.40 Dust Suppression

49.50 Coal and Sorbent handling Service Equipment
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50.00 PIPING

51.00 Piping 2-1/2" and Over

51.10 Pre-fabricated Critical Piping

51.20 Yard Piping

51.30 Other Pre-Fabricated Piping

52.00 Piping 2" and Under

53.00 Specialties

54.00 Hangers
55.00 Valves

55.10 Control Valves

55.20 Manual Valves

60.00 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

61.00 Local Mechanical Instrumentation

61.10 Local Mechanical Panelboards and Racks

61.20 Field-mounted Instruments and Supports

61.21 Mechanical Field Instruments

61.22 Standard Racks and Supports

61.30 Pipe and Tube Raceways and Supports

61.40 Instrument Piping

61.50 Instrument Tubing

61.60 Instrument Air Supply
61.90 Other Mechanical Instrumentation

62.00 Electrical Instrumentation

62.10 Main Control Room Panelboards

62.20 Computers and Auxiliaries

62.30 Local Sub-panels and Control Station

62.40 Field-mounted Instruments and Supports

62.41 Electrical Instrumentation and Control Devices

62.42 Instrument Stands

62.50 Environmental Monitoring Instrumentation

62.60 Silo Weighing Devices

* 62.61 Coal Weighing

62.62 Sorbent Weighing

62.63 Ash Weighing
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62.70 Annunciation

62.80 Simulator (Control/Simulator Trainer)
62.90 Other Electrical Instrumentation

70.00 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

71.00 Switchgear and Loadcenters

71.10 Switchgear - 15 kV and Up

71.20 Swltchgear - 3 through 8 kV
71.30 Loadcenters 600 V and Down

72.00 Transformers

72.10 Main Power

72.20 Start-Up Power

72.30 Auxiliary Transformers
72.40 Generator Breaker

73.00 Bus Ducts and Supports

73.10 Generator Main Bus and Supports

73.20 Generator Bus Cooling System

73.30 Generator Bus Disconnect and Surge Protection

73.40 Station Service Busways and Supports

73.50 Auxiliary Bus and Supports

74.00 Direct Current Equipment and Motor Generator Sets

74.10 Station Service Batteries and Racks

74.20 Battery Charging Equipment

74.21 Motor Generator Battery Chargers
74.22 Static Battery Chargers

74.30 Special Motor Generator Sets

74.31 Inverter Motor Generator Sets

74.32 Static Inverter

74.33 Emergency Diesel Generator
74.34 Shutdown Diesel Generator

74.40 Direct Current Distribution Panels

74.50 Direct Current Motor Control Centers
74.60 DC Transformer Rectifiers

75.00 Motor Control Centers and Low Voltage Equipment

75.10 Motor Control Centers

75.20 Low Voltage Equipment

75.30 Frequency Converter Equipment
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75.40 Variance Speed Drive Control Equipment

75.50 Low Voltage Starter

76.00 Other Electrical Equipment

76.10 Lighting Fixtures and Standards

76.20 Lighting Equipment (Transformers, Panels, etc.)

" 76.30 Communications Equipment

76.31 PAX

76.32 PBX

76.33 Radio

76.34 Intercom and Test Telephone

76.35 Fiber Optic Communication Equipment

76.40 Plant Security

76.50 Trace Heating and Freeze Protection Equipment

77.00 Miscellaneous Equipment

77.10 Penetrations

77.20 Smoke Detection and Alarm Equipment

78.00 Substation Specialty Items

78.10 Circuit Breakers

78.20 Disconnect Switches

78.30 Insulators and Conductors

78.40 Surge Protection Equipment
78.50 Instrument Transformers

78.60 Relaylng and Control Panels

78.70 Carrier Current Pilot Protection Equipment

78.71 Coupling Capacitors

78.72 Line Traps

78.73 Tuning Units
78.74 Remote Terminal Unit

78.80 Fiber Optics

78.81 Light Amplifiers
78.82 Fiber/Copper Convertor Panels

78.90 Metering

- 80.00 ELECTRICAL BULK MATERIAL

81.00 Cable Tray Accessories

81.10 Cable Tray
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81.20 Cable Tray Fittings and Hardware

81.30 Cable Tray Supports

82.00 Conduit and Supports

82.10 Non-Metallic

82.20 Underground Duct
82.30 Manholes and Handholes

82.40 EMT
82.50 IMT

82.60 Rigid

83.00

84.00 Wire and Cable

84.10 Instrumentation

84.20 Power

85.00 Wire and Cable Connections

86.00 Fiber Optic Cable

86.10 Diaelectric Cable

86.20 OPGW

86.30 OPGW Supports

90.00 GENERAL FIELD COSTS

91.00 Construction Facilities

92.00 Construction Services

92.10 Service Engineers
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APPENDIX 7

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING AND LICENSING SUPPORT

The information required to support the environmental permitting and

licensing program is outlined below.

1.0 ENGINEERING AND DESIGN DELIVERABLES - MILESTONE SUMMARY

o Milestone #i:

Development of project parameters that support the application for the

West Virginia Certificate of Public Need and Convenience, site

monitoring, and EIS studies.

o Milestone #2:

Finalization of plant operating parameters that support air modeling

and BACT analysis. Fix licensing criteria of the site, plant, systems

and components. Achieve Approved for Design level of documents.

o Milestone #3:

Finalization of plant operating parameters that support the completion

of applying for the West Virginia air, water and solid waste permits.
Fix the balance of plant design. Issue Approved for Construction

drawings to support start of fabrication and construction.

2.0 MILESTONE DETAILS

2.1 MilestoBe Number I:

o Discuss land requirements, availability and existing land use impacts

- Land acreage requirements:

Plant site

Wastewater treatment facilities

Material storage and handling

Waste disposal area

Roadways

- Plot plan and how construction will impact existing land use,

vegetation, floodplains, habitats, etc.

- Required relocations of roads, railways or waterways

- Compare the cost, reliability and technical feasibility of the

following project specifics with those of studies alternatives'
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Layout and appearance
Intake structures

Fuel

Steam-electric system
Emission control

Heat dissipation

Water usage
Solid waste treatment, handling, disposal

Drainage

o Discuss need for new transmission lines

o Discuss air quality impacts

- Heat and mass balances

- Stacks dimensions, location and elevation

- Building arrangement and locations

- Stack and unit operating parameters at 50%, 75% and 100% load:

Gas flow rate

Gas temperature

Gas velocity

Heat input
Heat rate

SO2, NOx, CO, particulate emission rates

- Pollution control equipment

Type

Efficiency

- Arrangement and details of materlal handling systems (coal, sorbent,
solid waste)

Type of loading/unloading conveyor lengths
Number and helght of transfer points
Dust control methods used

Equipment and control efficiency
Seals, skirts and enclosures

Chemical suppression

Quantity and type of material
Number and depth of bunkers, silos, etc.

Material handling flow diagrams, layout diagrams and
vertical section drawings of equipment

- Roadways and parking areas information

Length/area of source and surface composition
Annual vehicle miles traveled

Type of vehicles to be used
Dust control methods

- Emission offsets (as may be required by acid rain legislation)
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o Discuss status of site geology, hydrology and soils and assess

potential impacts

- Topography
. - Test borings

- Pile load tests

o Discuss groundwater monitoring plan

- Location of wells

- Parameters to be tested

- Monitoring frequency

o Discuss water impacts

- Water balance

- Heat balance

- Number and location of discharges

- Concentration and/or characteristics of pollutants in discharges

- Treatment systems for plant and landfill

Types of systems

Types of chemicals

- Groundwater vs. surface water withdrawal for service water and make-

up

- Cooling tower

Size

Flows

Visual impacts

- Hook-ups to public water/sewage systems

- Package sewage treatment plant
- Drainage and run-off routings

- Monitoring devices

- Wetland loss and mitigation

- Impacts on terrestrial and aquatic habitats
- Service water thermal discharge

o Discuss solid waste disposal system

- Selection of landfill site and alternative

- Availability of liner and cover materials

- Storage capacity

- Waste production rate

- Landfill operation

Fill rate

Size of active fill area

Sequencing

Requirements for cover
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- Groundwater monitoring
- Liner and leachate collection

o Discuss other issues

- Tank inventory and leak prevention/deuection plan

- Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) plan for fluids
containment, transport, and storage

- Chemical inventory control

- Solid and hazardous waste management

2.2 Milestone _umber 2

o General information

- UTM coordinates of plant

- Maps and drawings showing location of property

Topography of surrounding area

Show dimensions of nearby existing and proposed structures
Plant facilities

Ali emission points

o Indirect heat exchangers

- Maximum design heat input

- Type and quantity of fuel to be consumed at maximum output

- Type of "burner" and orientation
- Atomization of fuel oil, if oll is used

- Type of draft
- Percent ash retained in furnace

- Will fly ash be relnJected

- Maximum percent sulfur and ash in coal

- Estimated bum per year

- Fuel oil grade

- Average percent ash

- Maximum and average percent sulfur

- BTU/gallon

- Annual fuel consumption in gallons

- Operating schedule (hfs/day, days/wk, wks/yr)

- Estimated emissions in Ib/hr, grains/ACF @ °F and PSIA for:

Particulates

SO2
NOx
HC

CO

Any other pollutant (Tidd will help identify what if any other

pollutants qualify for listing)

- Height and diameter of stack

- Total gas flow rate of pressure and temperature
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o Storage activities

- Identification of ali storage bins, silos, piles, etc., and material
. stored

- Typical moisture content (%) and average % passing 200 mesh

- Maximum annual throughout of storage point

- Maximum and average quantity of material in storage

" - Maximum base area and height of stockpiles

- Preferred dust control used if not a bin or full enclosure storage
area

- Method of load-in and load-out from storage point
- Preferred control method used in load-ln and load-out

o Conveying and transfer activities

- Type and length or height of conveyor or transfer point

- Type of material handled and nominal size

- Maximum tons per hour and tons per year handled

- Preferred dust controls used on each conveyor or transfer point

o Crushing and screening

- Type of crusher or screen and material sized

- Maximum tons per hour and tons per year throughout

- Material sized from/to

- Typical moisture content as crushed

- Preferred dust control used and stack or vent parameters

Height above grade

Dimensions of opening
Volumetric flow

Temperature

- Operating schedule (hr/day, days/week, weeks/year) and quarterly

percent operation

- Planned start-up date for each crusher or screen

o Plant roadways and parking areas

- Miles of roadway by type of surface

- Square feet of parking area by type of surface

- Maximum and average vehicle traffic on each roadway by vehicle type
(miles and number of vehicles)

- Planned dust control measure for each surface type of roadway and
d

parking areas

o Other combustion sources

Type of combustion source

Type and amount of fuel to be burned

Maximum percent ash and sulfur in fuel

Type and BTU rating of all burners
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- Maximum heat input (BTU/ht)

- Operating schedule (hours/day, day/week, weeks/year)

- Estimated emissions in ib/hr at °F and PSIA for:

Particulates

S02
NOx

HC

CO

Other regulated pollutants

o Baghouses

- Gas flow rate to collector CA(FM @ temperature and pressure)

- Pollutants to be collected, design inlet and outlet loadlngs (Ib/hr

and gralns/ACF) and guaranteed minimum collection efficiency

- A drawing showing duct-_ork feeding the collector, size of ducts,

capacity and projected horsepower of air movers or fans

- Description of any planned inlet or outlet gas conditioning process
used

- System used for disposal of collected materlal

- Height and dimensions of vent

o Oil storage tanks

- Material to be stored and maximum capacity

- Type, dimensions and shape of tank

- True vapor pressure of material

- Type of fill

- Vapor recovery system

- Secondary containment for above ground storage

o Electrostatic precipitators

- Minimum collection efficiency and outlet loading in grains/ACF and
1b/br

- Gas rate to collector in ACFM at temperature and pressure, and

percent moisture

- Inlet particulate loading

- Number of fields
t

Number of bus sections in total, in series, and in parallel

- Describe any planned gas conditioning system to be used
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o PSD permitting requirements (additional)

- UTM coordinates of each stack or vent

• 2.3 Milestone Number 3

o General information

_ - UTM coordinates of plant
- Nearest town and county of state
- Ownership of site
- Date of start of construction

- Projected final completion date

- Maps and drawings showing location property

Show adjacent property and streets with identification

Topography of surrounding area

Show dimensions of nearby existing and proposed structures
Plant facilities

Ali emissions points

o Indirect heat exchangers

- Manufacturer and model number

- Maximum design heat input
- Steam produced at maximum design output

- Type and quantity of fuel to be consumed at maximum output
- Manufacturer and type of firing equipment

- Type of "burner" and orientation
- Atomization of fuel oil, if oil is used

- Type of draft
- Percent ash retained in furnace

- Percent carbon in ash

- Will fly ash be reinJected

- Coal supplier and source (seams)

- As received proximate analysis

- Maximum percent sulfur and ash

- BTU/gallon

- Annual fuel consumption in gallons
- Theoretical air required per unit of fuel at temperature, pressure,

and percent moisture
- Actual excess air required

- Operating schedule (hfs/day, days/week, weeks/year)
- Estimated emissions in Ib/hr grains/ACF @ °F and PSIA for:

" Particulates

SO2
N0x

- HC

CO

Any other pollutant (Tidd will help identify what if any other

pollutants qualify for listing)
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- Height and diameter of stack

- Total gas flow rate at temperature and pressure

o General

- Show on a drawing all spray system to be used for dust control on
these systems

- For each system supply type, amount and mix ratio of any chemical

suppressant used

- If water sprays, methods to be used to keep system operational

during freezing weather

- Drawings of all full or partial enclosures used to minimize fugitive
dust

- Length of haul roads (miles or feet) and surface type

- Maximum daily traffic by type on haul road (number and type of
vehicles)

- Equipment used in dust control

- Application frequency and-mount of chemical suppressants (if used)

in pounds or gallons per square yard of surface treated

- Schematic drawings and plot plan showing entire material handling

system with all components labeled

o Storage activities

- Identification of all storage bins, silos, piles, etc., and material
stored

- Typical moisture content (%) and average % passing 200 mesh

- Maximum annual throughout of storage point

- Maximum and average quantity of material in storage

- Maximum base area and height of stockpiles

- Dust control used if not a bin or full enclosure storage area

- Method of load-in and load-out from storage point

- Control methods used in load-in and load-out

- Planned start-up date for each material storage point

o Conveying and transfer activities
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- Type and length or height of conveyor or transfer point
- Type of material handled and nominal size
- Maximum tons per hour and tons per year handled
- Dust control used on each conveyor or transfer point

. - Planned start-up date for each conveyor and transfer point

o Crushing and screening

- Type of crusher or screen and material sized

- Maximum tons per hour and tons per year throughout

- Materlal sized from/to

- Typical moisture content as crushed

- Dust control used and stack or vent parameters

Height above grade

Dimensions of opening
Volumetric flow

Temperature

- Operating schedule (ht/day, days/week, weeks/year) and quarterly
percent operation

- Planned start-up date for each crusher or screen

o Plant roadways and parking area

- Miles of roadway by type of surface

- Square feet of parking area by type of surface

- Maximum and average vehicle traffic on each roadway by vehicle type
(miles and number of vehicles)

- Planned dust control measure for each surface type of roadway and
parking areas

- Planned start-up date for each area

o Other combustio11 sources

- Type and model of combustion source
- Type and amount of fuel to be burned

- Chemical analysis of proposed fuel including maximum percent ash and
sulfur

- Theoretical air (ACF/unit of fuel) at temperature and pr2ssure
- Pressure excess air

- Type and BTU rating of ali burners

- Maximum heat input (BTU/ht)

- Operating schedule (hours/day, days/week, weeks/year)

- Planned start-up date for each source

- Estimated emissions in Ib/hr at °F and PSIA for"

Particulates

SO2
NOx
HC
CO

Other regulated pollutants
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o Baghouses

- Manufacturer

- Total compartments and number normally on llne
- Gas flow rate to collector (ACFM @ temperature and pressure)

- Total cloth area, air to cloth ratio, type of cloth, and stabilized
DP

- Pollutants to be collected, design inlet and outlet loadings (ib/hr T

and grains/ACF) and guaranteed minimum collection efficiency
- Inlet particle size distribution by the following ranges (microns):

0-2 20 -30 >I00

2-4 30-40

4-6 40-50

6-8 50-60

8-i0 60- 70

10-12 70-80

12-16 80-90

16-20 90-100

- Fractional collection efficiencles at the following sizes (microns):
i, 3, 5 7, 9, 11, 14, 18, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75, 85, 95, >I00

- Description of the pollutant capture system including hood face

velocity and hood collection efficiency (if applicable)

- A drawing showing ductwork feeding the collector, size of ducts,

capacity and projected horsepower of air movers or fans

- Description of any inlet or outlet gas conditioning process used

- System used for disposal of collected material

- Planned start-up date for each baghouse

- Height and dimensions of vent

o Oil storage tanks

- Material to be stored and maximum capacity

- Type dimensions and shape of tank
- True vapor pressure of material

- Type of fill

- Vapor recovery system

- Planned start-up date for the tank

- Secondary containment

o Electrostatic precipitators "

- Manufacturer's name and model identification
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- Guaranteed minimum collection efficiency and outlet loading in

grains/ACF and ib/hr

- Gas rate to collector in ACFM at temperature and pressure,

. viscosity, density and percent moisture

- Inlet particulate loading

- Gas velocity through ESP and residence time

- Pressure drop across EEP

- Particulate to be collected, resistivity, specific gravity

- Value of drift velocity for a one micron particle (ft/sec)

- Theoretical efficiency equation used

- Inlet particle size distribution in the following micron size
ranges:

0-2 20-30 >100

2-4 30-40
4-6 40-50
6-8 50-60

8-10 60-70

10-12 70-80

12-16 80-90

16-20 90-100

- Collector fractional efficiency at the given particle size
(microns): I, 3, 5, 7, 9, Ii, 14, 18, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 76, 85,
95, >I00

- Type of collecting electrodes, number, vertical height, and total

active collecting surface

- Spacing of collectlng electrodes

- Number and type of tappers on collecting electrodes

- Time between raps of same tapper (seconds)

- Time for one complete rapping cycle (seconds)

" - Type of discharge electrodes, number, and effective length

Spacing in direction of gas flow

- Type and number of tappers on discharge electrodes

- Time between raps of same rapper (seconds)
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- Time for a complete rapping cycle (seconds)

- Number of fields

- Number of bus sections in total, in series, and in parallel

- Number of gas passages and cross-sectional area per gas passage
(ft.2)

- Impact on precipitator performance of the loss of one field

- Peak applied voltage

- Current density on wires (me/ft)

- Total power requirement (kw)

- Field strength/charging and collecting (kV/in)

- Sparking voltage and optimum spark rate (sparks/sec)

- Number of transformers and type of rectifier

- A curve showing collection efficiency vs. sulfur content for a

sulfur range of 0.4 to 5%

o PSD permitting requirements (additional)

- UTM coordinates of each stack or vent

- Top down BACT demonstration for the following pollutants:

Particulates Fluorides

NOx Beryllium

SO2 Mercury
PM- I0 H2SO, Mist

VOC 's H2S
Lead TRS

Arsenic Reduced Sulfur Compounds
Benzene Carbon Monoxide

- Any other pollutant EPA regulates prior to the permit filing date

o Information required to begin the solid waste permitting process

- Detailed geotechnical and hydrogeologlcal site investigation and

report (includes on-going groundwater monitoring well network)

- Quality assurance/quality control plans for construction and

operation

- Impact assessment on water courses, endangered species, wetlands,

historic sites, existing land uses, etc.
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- Naste characterization and leachate characterization (physical,

chemical, quantity)

- Detailed information on liner design, leachate collection,

• treatment, monitoring

- Detailed landfill design, sequencing, grading, waste placement,

overall size, life expectancy, etc.

- Detailed closure plan, post-closure care, monitoring, cost estimates

- Bonding financial assurance requirements

- Detailed discussion of auxiliary and peripheral systems required for

operation

- Run-on/run-off sediment control/treatment for 25 year 24 hour storm

- NPDES permit for leachate and run-off treatment facilities

o Information required to begin the NPDES permitting process

- Date wastewater discharges will commence

- Maximum unit/plant generation NH

- Plant drawing that include:

Property boundary

Location of all proposed intake and discharge structures

Location of all proposed treatment facilities
Location of all water bodies and water courses

- Wastewater flow diagram/water balance diagram

Sources, quantity, and quality of intake water
Continuous or intermittent flow (flow rates and times expected

to flow)

Cooling water (cooling tower blowdown)
Boiler feedwater

Process water

Wellwater

Sanitary wastewater

Coal pile/sorbent pile run-off

Rainfall, run-on/run-off, plant drainage (to be contained
" and treated on-slte)

Evaporation

Drift/other consumption
Sluice water

Ali other was_ewaters

As a result of all these activities what pollutants will be

added to each waste stream for each process (pH, TSS,

elemental pollutants, etc.)
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Outfalls to state water bodies

The addition of ammonia, cyanide, aluminum, arsenic,

beryllium, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury,

nickel, selenium, zinc, phenols, oil and grease, and
chlorine residual must be estimated. Minimum,

maximum and average discharge concentrations are

required.

- Wastewater treatment facilities

Drawing and discussion of treatment facility, auxiliaries
and back-up systems to ensure designed function

Size of each wastewater treatment facility (detention time)

Methods of wastewater collection (pipe size, sump size,
pump capacity, wastewaters collected)

Methods of treatment employed

Basin construction (liner type, thickness)

Outfall description, drawing (location [degrees, minutes,
seconds] size of outfalls to state water bodies)

Flow and volume, by season of receiving water bodies

Wastewater treatment additives:

Name of material

Name and address of manufacturer

Treatment feed concentration

Chemical composition
MSDS, if available

Bioassay data on all species (acute and chronic

exposure)

Description and location of environmental monitoring devices

To be tried into a municipal sewerage system, if p_ssible, if

not, a package treatment plant will be needed

Treatment plant size, location, and design capabilities

Outfall description, drawing
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